
ORGAN ROARS IN RECORD TIME— of
the quickest theatre pipe organ installations
ever made was accomplished at the East
Lansing, Michigan, Roaring Twenties Pizza
Parlor, The feature on this project appears
in this issue starting on Page 11.

ATOS FINAI^IAL REPORT ~i
INDICATES V>/ASTE OF FUNDS,!
SOME MEMBERS ARE SAYING |

Do you like mystery stories? Can you '
imagine facts and figures presented by one i
person to present a pleasant picture,yet do- !
ing just the opposite for someone else? If
all this intrigues you, the recently released
ATOS financial report has stirred up some
thing of a detective bureau of money-mind
ed sleuths who have sifted the report. They
have come up with predictions that range
from indicating the club is going down the
primrose path to bankruptcy; that a dues in
crease is imminent that will force members

to pay more and get less; that waste aboundf
and all members should become concerned
enough to force a complete change within
the organization's business'Operatiou, etc.

Published in the June/]^ly 1980 issue, the
report (page 26) has prompted figure-mind
ed members to come up with startling infor
mation that the organization continues to go
deeper into debt each year, an indication
of living beyond income, or less than good
management.
The obvious over-spending has spawned a

sort of grass roots movement between con
cerned members to work for a change in the
fiscal policies—contract fees will come un
der heavy attack and a plan is under way
to enlist the interest of as many chapters as
possible to force a revision plan into effect.

It is also understood that at their meeting
held in Northern California earlier this
month, the national directors expressed con
cern over the mounting excessive costs and
that something must be done to curtail the
wastefulness.
The report fails to note some facts and

glosses over others. One question raised by
an interested member is how the Ben Hall

(Continued on Page 9)
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bBudry usurps
CONSOLE SPOIL
Ralph Beaudry, Chairman
of Los Angeles Chapter
ATOS has toppled The
Console from its vener
ated position of being
disliked by ATOS —

I Story on Page Three
NEEDLER AND SKLENAR TAKING ACTION OVER'""'" "
^DIRTY POL IT! OS ^LETTER, ATOS EDITORIAL
-Timothys. Needier and Richard), Sklenar, two members of ATOS

ran an advertisement in the April/May -1980 issue of Theatre Organ
magazine. The advertisement very clearly stated what the two men
would like to happen for ATOS. Shortly after its appearance, one of
the dirtiest letters, misrepresenting what had been printed in the ad,
and accusing the two men of ulterior motives, was authored by a Doug
Bailey and sent to most of the membership of ATOS. Almost topping
this slimy attempt to discret the two candidates for national directorships,
there appeared in the June/July issue of Theatre Organ magazine an edit
orial further compounding the misrepresentation of facts. (This editorial
also brought down further wrath on its writer, George Thompson, from
still another ATOS member for trying to belittle the work underway to
revise the present bylaws—Ed).

The fact that Bailey's letter is libelous because of its twisted, mis
represented message, and that it definitely reached ATOS members at
almost the same time the election ballots were received,has established
the position of causing members to re-evaluate the candidates.

But more than anything else, Sklenar and Needier will consider taking
action against Bailey and his underlings for their (Continued on Page 14)rH|||j||H|H ORGAN COMPANY~NOW

PRODUCING'under THAT NAME
Kimball International has purchased cer-

tain assets of the Conn Organ Division of C.
G, Conn, Ltd., and has formed a new comp-
anyj it was announced June 27th, The new
firm will operate under the name of Conn
Keyboards,Inc. John Robinson was named

'  executive vice president and general manag-
^  er.The announcement was made by Thomas

L. Habig, president of Kimball International,
-ss who said Conn Keyboards will continue toHH^I ■ offer a full line of home and institutional

_ organs. "We expect this acquisition to be
beneficial not only for Kimball,but also

^  Conn Keyboard's dealers and Kimball Piano
^  \ and Organ dealers as well. Adding Conn to

Kimball will enable us to maximize produc-
^  tion efficiencies in our many vertically in-

J  _ . (Continued on Page Three)
.LA ATOS DONATES DIAPHONES

TO SAN GABRIEL CIVIC ORGAN
^  Angeles Chapter ATOS Board of Direct-

■ dts voted at their meeting this month to do-
S PIANO BUFFS,TOO nate the set of six double thirty-two-foot
■e Junchen watches well- Diaphones the unit owns tothe City cf San
/lember Tim Needier put Gabriel for addition to the Wurlitzer organ
-ivic five-manual organ in the Civic Auditorium. The club purch-
;es. Needier was in town ased and removed the six monsters from the
^MICA Convention. He is Los Angeles United Artists Theatre in 1979
rganist. Junchen also be- and planned to hold them for future use in
A. Additional photos of the event an organ was secured for iustalla-
gan buffs on Pages 24-25. (Continued on Page Three)
ERS IN VOLCANO REGION MAY HAVE TROUBLE

OR CAN BUFFS PIANO BUFFS, TOO
Organman Dave Junchen watches well-
known ATOS Member Tim Needier put
the Pasadena Civic five-manual organ
through its paces. Needier was in town
to attend the AMIGA Convention. He is
an excellent organist. Junchen also be
longs to AMIGA. Additional photos of
other piano/organ buffs on Pages 24-25.

ORGAN OVl/NERS IN VOLCANO
by Beverli Davis

With repeated eruptions of Mt,St.Helens and the possible threatening eruption of Mt.
Hood, it's not hard to wonder what both the short and long-range effects of the ash and
sulfur dioxide will be on the pipe organs of the affected area. Although I'm only an
amateur organist and live nowhere near the Cascade Volcanoes (Miss Davis resides in
College Station, Texas—Ed), I am familiar with the organ's mechanism and have always
been interested in volcanos.

After seeing pictures of, and reading about the destruction and possible harmful effects,
it dawned on me that the pipe organs of the area could be adversely affected and that
owners need to be aware of the possible effects and to inspect their organs for signs of
damage. It could be quite severe in some instances. (Continued onPage Three)
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OFFICIALLY HISTORIC Richmond's beautiful Byrd Theatre, one of
the last grand movie palaces in the nation,now has a plaque designat
ing the theatre a "S&ginia Historic Landmark. The plaque was attach
ed to the 52-year-old theatre's brick wall June 2nd by Manager George
Stitzer and Miles Rudisill,Jr, .a "friend" of the Byrd (he has contribut-
edhumerous items for the uplceep of the house).

photo by Richmond Times-Dispatch

'BEAUDRY TOPPLES CONSOLL'S 'I OFW05^'"SH)TP
Almost from the month of its birth in 1962, The Console has enjoyed

the venerated position as being the most disliked entity in the ATOS up
per echelon hierarchy—for many reasons. The first was for the simple
reason the publication appeared monthly, and carried a great deal of for
eign news. Later, as problems arose in ATOS and were glossed over by
the always-see-the-rosy-side national publication, the Console was quite
prompt to bring its "yellow journalism" into play and bare lurid details.
At one juncture this lofty position was challenged by Timothy S, Need

ier, who upset the national office when he started championing for publi
cation of the yearly finances of the club. He really put on a battle, and,
after much dragging of feet, and receiving demands from other chapters,
who believed as Tim did, the financial report is now an established ann
ual affair.
Tim was a sort of "flash-in-the-pan'j a one project fight (at that time

and The Console soon regained its venerable spot. However, Tim now
threatens to become a challenger, but more about it later.
Now The Console has been unseated from the perch by none other than

Los Angeles Chapter Chairman Ralph Beaudry. Beaudry has been rasing
all sorts of problems for national—^rom late circulation of Theatre C5r-
gan magazine, an editorial in the same publication, questions about the
obvious waste in national affairs (money, of course), and numerous other
items. For all his zest, zeal and interest in creating a better organiza-—
tion, Beauchy has been branded as being something of a crack-pot and |
national officials would like to overlook his continuous demands for im- j
provements. They apparently believe if they don't answer his letters he j
^will go away. " ;

And so The Console has a vigorous competitor for the most disliked
spot. It looks as if it will turn into a contest. The Console absolutely
will not give up this venerated, long tenured prize position without a
'good, clean, dirty fight!
,KIMBALL NOW OWNS CONN ORGAN continued from Page One ;
itegrated manufacturing plants." ■
\  Conn and Kimball will be completely separate selling organizations j
land maintain completely separate specifications for the products produo-|
jed by each. Conn produces organs and Kimball International has its ownj
.line of organs, pianos, furniture, television,stereo cabinets and other |
Iproducts. Kimball's sales amounted to $211 million in fiscal 1979. |
• LA ATOS DONATES DIAPHONES TO SAN GABRIEL i
'  —continued from page one

■tion by the club. The big wooden pipes have been stored in a corner of
the large print shop of LA ATOS Member Harold Huttner, in Los Angeles.
The pipes were left in chamber by the late Buddy Cole when he purchas
ed and removed the Style 260 Wurlitzer. The club purchased them from

s Metropolitan Theatres,Inc.
i  Decision to donate the Diaphones came after a long session involving
IS an Gabriel Civic Wurlitzer and those who are associated with it. It was
I disclosed that changes of ranks have been made and that in the future on
ly authorized maintenance personnel will be permitted in chambers and

• all changes of pipework desired by an artist for any concert program will
be done .by ATOS personnel and then replaced

■ with the regular sets immediately following the
, show. It is expected the ruling will be written
' as an ordinance and become a law of the City
of San Gabriel. Such a move will insure that the
Wurlitzer will remain intact and be under con-
stant supervision. JrIY,

S .WATER DAMAGE TO TEMPLE THE/^TRE
IROBERT-MORTON ORGAN CONFIRMED)
j  by Tommy Darsay

For the second time in less than three years the ancient
air conditioning system of the Temple Theatre, Meridian,
Mississippi, rained hundreds of gallons of water on the eft
drenched solo chamber of the 3/8 Robert-Morton organ in-

I  It was under similar conditions that caused the drenching
!in the Fall of 1977. and that caused the flooding during the
last week of May, 1980. Equipment that was installed to take

(Care of excessive amounts of water had rusted away. The
air conditioning unit had been running the entire week for
the Jimmie Rogers Festival. The only place the water could
go was down ^right into the solo chamber.

Monday evening, June 9th, the work crew consisting of
Marl Cobler, Frank Evans, Sam Feltenstein,Robert Jenkins
and Tommy Darsay removed pipes and a water logged chest
from the chamber and covered the remainer of the organ in
this side with plastic. At first the crew attempted to unsold
er all connections to the chest, but this proved hazardous
since water was still pouring from the ceiling and at least
one-half inch of waterwas on the floor proper. Connections

eatre, one of had to be cut. The old cotton covered wire to the Tuba/
que designat- Diapason, orchestra bells, chimes and xylophone will have
2 was attach- to be replaced. After so many dousings the wire has had it!
anager George Most heavily damaged was the Tuba/Diapason offset. To
las contribut- remove the chest it was necessary to dump about fifty gall

ons of water that was trapped inside. It is doubtful the chest
Times-Dispatch can be salvaged. Damaged also were the pneumatics of the
35 S'PCrr^ orchestra bells, xylophone and chimes. These units also,  , . " , were hit in the previous drenching. One reservoir and trem

also received damage. There was one consolation, however,
f  trem was due for rebuilding anyway.^tor me sirnpie Hamasa Shrine, owner of the building, has made tempor-
reat deal oi tor- repairs to the air conditioning, but there is no guarantee
cssed over by ^ similar disaster will not happen again. Complete re-
rasoie was quite placement of the system is the only sure cure, and that ex-
mo^hy S Need- question at the present time, it was learn-
ioning for publi- This is not the end of the 3/8 Robert-Morton. Plans are
on a battle, and, being made for a concert next October featuring a nation-
other chapters, ally known artist, and should the Magnolia Chapter ATOS

established ann- membership approve, the work crew is committed to have
the organ playing by that time.

vU^Thn*nS^^'^^^^^ OWNERSlN VOLCANO REGION "J  ' —continued from Page One
none other than particles are what is left of the underground molten

js been rasing magma after a violent eruption, such as that of Mt. St.Hel-
of Theatre Or- particles have the consistency of a gritty-fine pow-
tions about the with sharp edges, much like loose graphite; can stay sus-
lumerous other pe^ded in the air to easily be sucked-in by an organ blower;
tter organiza-— seem to ease through even the tiniest of cracks to settle
"rack-pot and everything, including the inside parts of a pipe organ's

mechanism to clog movins parts in close proximity such as

clog), magnet armatures, pitman valves, and near spots
where it could cause short circuits. This could mean trouble
and cause ciphers galore.

The best way to keep ash particles out of an organ is to
keep the blower off, swell shutters closed, and place filters
and blankets over any blower and air conditioning intakes
after an eruption until the ash particles have settled out of
the air. However, as particles settle they cling tenaciously
and it is difficult to vacuum them out of an organ's mech
anism. Ash deposit, a day or even an hour immediately
after an eruption can probably coat the insides of blowers,
regulators and windchests as much as 30 or 40 years of soot
from coal-burning furnaces.

Molten Magma contains gasses suspended in it which cause
the volcanic explosion when they expand. These combine •
with moisture in the air to form microscopic droplets which
condense onto everything and are absorbed into the skin,
building surfaces, organ leather, etc. Sometimes these gass
es are inert, but most corrosive such as salt, sulfuric acid,
hydrogen chloride, or even arsenic. When these droplets
get into organ leather, felts or wood they could speed deter
ioration faster and force replacement much sooner than un-
"der normal conditions.

Since the droplet-concentration level parallels the ash-
concnetration levels fairly closely, keeping the blower off,
swell shades closed and covering any air intakes should keeO
most of the ash and droplets out; but a little always manag
es to get into the action anyway. The best way to determine
what IcTJg-range effects will be is to periodically inspect

interior surfaces, the action and especially leather and felt
for signs of ash-buildup, or deterioration. Prompt removal
of such residue will prolong the live of organ partt.



When I was living in the outer suburban West London area dur
ing the 1940's and SO's, we had the great fortune of being sur
rounded by cinemas which featured usually a different organist
each week. I lived between two Granada cinemas and amongst
the many famous touring organist I saw was John Madin. Always
considered over here to be a top 'showman' type, this could
sometimes mean the use of tricks of presentation and 'personal-

. ity' to cover up the
f

I |\LEXANDRA PALACE DESTROYED; BY FIRE j
z ;London's venerable Victorian pile dedicated to the world of -|
= E exhibits, concerts, etc., Alexandra Palace was totally destrcry|-
; red by fire this month. The day the historic buildings burned i
I Ethere was to have been a tremendous rock show. Over $600, -|
; EOOO worth of sound equipment that was part of the show, was =
z ralsolost. I
I z In his column last month, British Editor Ian Dalgliesh de- =
E rscribed the project underway to re-install the large Willis con?
E Ecett organ that was erected in the strucutre when it was first 5
E Ebuilt. The job was to have cost over $600,000 and would =
E rhave required three years to complete. E
EE In the report given the press there was reference made to e
E :the fact that the work of rebuilding chambers might already ^
E E have started. The organ, however, is still in storage, quite e
E E removed from the locale and it is not believed that any part e
z lof the instrument was in the huge strucutre when it caught E

II ij ij MH tj j ;iH Mir

John Madin at Ossett Town Hall
Compton organ where he made

his latest recording.

the careful registration and most E
Dicky birds nearly lose their feathi
the careful registration and most E

act that they were = rremovea irom me locaie ana ic is nor oenevea mat any part
poor musicians John E = instrument was in the huge strucutre when it caught
Madin most certainly r : and burned, American Organist Carlo Curley was one of e
did NOT come into = r those interested in seeing the organ returned to the building. E
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XT . , . , . M T.I.-JmUUI M.I 111 I 1Not a lot has been

Wand'ring Minstrel"—J^hn Madin at the Os- "
sett Town Hall organ. The wait has been ' • staff
well worth it. All th<Ke of us who want to es
cape from and long for gimmick-free playing Tom B'hend
less of those boring tunes played with thick British Editor Ian Dalgliesh
chunks of "ycky" sound, all played at the Tork Ciphers R. U. Rank
same heavy pace, each manual having ident- Special Features Dr. Ed Mulllns
ical stops set up, will be delighted with this Columnist Lorraine Humpmuster
package.

Madin's A. T. C. L. diploma work hasn't Entered as Second Class Mail at
been forgotten—he is every inch a musician, Pasadena, California. Second Class
as always. The title, "A Wand'rmg Minstrel",. Postage Paid at Pasadena, California.
IS an apt signature tune for an organist who
was sent toruing around the whole year on th< - lUSPS 4.?26?I0^
organ-minded Granada circuit. It comes
from "The Milkado'l by Sir Arthur Sullivan,
and John^lays it as he must have thousands of ii.her« w
times as millions of BBC listeners remember distribute monthly The Con-
him doing. Follwoing is "May Morning-; a f"^ pubf.cation m the
spritely piece composed by John himself and , nr,.coruatirt ' f"*i, dedicated
played by many organists. Sir Edward Elgar's ^ r® r* • ♦ " r * n
beautiful 'Chacon de Matin' is played with nternat.onaiiy news of all types of

. , ^ / OrGfsrK » nin0 nitmn

STAFF

Editor Tom B'hend

British Editor Ian Dalgliesh
New York Ciphers R. U. Rank

Special Features Dr. Ed Mullins

Columnist Lorraine Humpmuster

Entered as Second Class Mail at
Pasadena, California. Second Class
Postage Paid at Pasadena, California,

mSPS 4.?26?I0^

lishers prepare and distribute monthly The Con
sole, a totally independent pubfication, in the
interest of theatres and organs. It is dedicated
to the preservation of theatres and their organs,
and reports Internationally news of all types of
organs — pipenglish as one would eimect. Those Compton Tweetie

Dicky birds nearly lose their feathers in "The Warbler's S^erenade" a typical humourous
novelty item which Madin used in his first BBC broadcast on the ill-fated BBC Compton
in 193/. "The Bells of St, Mary's" is given one of tiie nicest renditions I have heard for
ages—the chimes are featured, of course, and the Carillon, a stop unique to Compton's,
which comes off the Chrsoglott, a lovely sound and typical Compton early SO's sound".
The acoustics in Cssett Town Hall are a sheer delight, and Dutchman Jccny Heykens

must have been very thankful for the cinema organists since his number "Serenade Num
ber 1 (Standchen) is so well loved by console artists and their fans. Clock plinks are es
sential here, and the piano joins in, too. Tate's smash hit musical comedy, from an

must have been very thankful for the cinema organists since his number "Serenade Num-
ber 1 (Standchen) is so well loved by console artists and their fans. Clock plinks are es-
sentiai here, and the piano joins in, too. Tate's smash hit musical comedy, from an

, pump, electronic, theatre and
classical.

The Console provides equal space to all organi
zations in the interest of bringing to Its readers
as complete news coverage as possible. Photo
graphs, drawings, organ catalogues, theatre pro
grams, technical articles, both contemporary and
nostalgic are earnestly solicited. Address all ma
terial to: The Console, P.O. Box 744-C. Pasadena,
Calif. 91104. Telephone: 1-(213) 794-7782.

technical articles, both contemporary and
"®stalgic are earnestly solicited. Address all ma-
terlai to: The Console, P.O. Box 744-C. Pasadena,

earlier period, "Maid of the Mountains" is a real delight. Calif. 91104. Telephone: 1-(213) 794-7782.
How to play a medley a lesson in changing registration, played at the right tempo,

and its time run. Some organists spread out medleys and selections and you see interest Subscriptions - United States and Canada,
flagging in the audience. Anyway, Madin makes this musical comedly medley one to $12.00 annually (temporary), via first class;
enjoy. If it never got to American, it should someday because the music's great! United States, Canada and Overseas, $9.00 via

Jessel wrote "The Parade of the Tin Soldiers'^ and it's simply made for the theatre or- second class. Air mail rates for overseas delivery
gan. I'm taken to task for making remarks about this tune so I'll be truthful and say it will be furnished upon request,
is one of the war horses of theatre organ. Nicely played, good registration. The horse
is tin over here, but a wooden one in the USA, Apparently,you colonials call it 'The Please make Checks or Money Orders payable
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers'! You do have a lot of forests though! THE CONSOLE. Payment from Canada or

Side two has Madin playing "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes" which gets a different treat- Overseas must be on an international money
roent here. There is an ethereal Melotoue unit on this period of organ and Madin uses ^r^ler made out In U.S. funds to forestall conver-
one of his particular foibles of imitating amouth organ, A favourite waltz for sopranos sion or service charges due to rate of exchange,
over here is Zeller's "Don't Be Cross'J from Der Obersteiger, John is married to a singer.
His wife,Doreen, but here he makes the 3/13 sing. "Crinoline Capers" is a light novel- cop'es ot any issue in print, 80 cents
ty composed by Louis Key. And who is Louis Rey? John Madin, that's who. Lullaby of ®ach, postpaid.
Birdland. comolsed bv London-born blind iazz pianist Gectce Shearing has that lovely ■ i.:_. ..Birdland, complsed by London-born blind jazz pianist George Shearing has that lovely Renewals
Viabraphone and Clock with perky comments from orchestral reeds. Next is "Sleepy
Shores", the a "Musical Boquet" medley of old timers with flowers in each title—Tiptot
Through the Tulips') "Moonlight and Roses') etc., which again Madin doesn't drag out.
That clever Glenn Miller wrote a tune in '35 called "Now I Lay Me Down to Weep",.

and it finally became the smash long-time hit "Moonlight Seten-

One of our favourite waltz composers in Britain was Charles
Ancliffe, who could give the Strauss family a fun for their money
Hi« (INigbts of Gladness" is pure theatre organ, a dream for all
organists. The big lilting tune smacks of the ballroom and gla-
mour. There's no scruffy disco about it! (Continued on Page 23)
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RECORDING
PIPE ORGANS

by
JAMES K. JOBSON

THEORY

Any high fidelity recording should be ap
proached with the premise that the goal is to
recreate in the home hstening environment
as nearly the chracteristics of the soimd ex
perienced in real life as possible. Some com
promises are necessarily made in allowance
for technical limitations of both recording
and playback equipment; but in general, the
wiser and more experienced location record
ists optimise their results with the equip
ment available and the acoustic factors of the

installation. A very important consideration
in planning a pipe organ recording is the hall
in which the instrument is located. Pipe or
gans are designed to couple their sound with
the room into which they speak; the room is
an integral part of the sound of each instru
ment. A reasonable amount of this so-called

"room soimd" must be present in the record
ing if realism is desired. How much of the
room sound one must capture will depend
upon one's listening taste. We are comfort
able with a reproduction of the long decay
time of sounds in a great cathedral as well as
the lack of it in the intimacy of a small
chapel. The type of music usually played on
the one instrument doesn't fit the other.
Many are uncomfortable listening to a huge
pipe organ recording made in a cathedral
when the engineer has placed his micro
phones too close to the chambers to capture
the "feel" of the hall. What makes such a

recording uncomfortable is its unnatural-
ness to the trained ear. The organist must, of
necessity, consider the long decay time in
the playing of the program. If the recording
removes this decay, there is no logical reason
in the listener's mind for the type of perform
ance the artist presents.
The same principle holds true in the re

cording of theatre pipe organs. Though the
instrument has many of the voices of the
classic instrument, it has others designed
specifically for the imitation of orchestral
soimds, as well as percussion and soimd ef
fects designed for motion picture accompan
iment. The frequency range of the instru
ment is equal to the classic instrument, but
the environment generally is much different.
Theatres are shaped differently from
churches, and many times are not as large.
They frequently contain much more soimd-
absorbing drapes, carpets, curtains, seats,
etc. which affect both the decay time of
sound and the propagation of the higher fre
quencies. Even so, to approach theatre organ
with too intimate a microphone placement
is to rob the resulting recording of its
realism. A sufficient distance from the

chambers must be maintained to permit the
sound to "bloom" or blend. This distance

will vary with each installation, depending
on the designer's plan,- but in general it will
be from 10 to 20 feet in front of the chambers.

The optimum position of the microphone
will almost never coincide with the best pos
ition for listening to the instrument. The
human ear is quite different from a
microphone in its ability to receive and as
similate sounds. Generally speaking, the

microphone must be placed somewhat closer
to the sound source than the human ear for an

equally satisfying acoustic response.
The same principles of recording an organ

apply to recording a choir of voices. Get too
close, and the blend is lost to distracting indi
vidual voices; get too far away, and the pre
sence is lost. The best recordings of both
voices and organ will have the optimum
amount of presence and reverberation to
create a "natural" feel for the room in which

the performance occurred. Accomplishing
this miracle can be frustrating. It eludes
many recordists, but it is important to keep
the goal uppermost and to refine technique
in each succeeding project if any degree of
success is to be gained. One simply cannot
disregard the room because it is an integral
part of the organ.

EQUIPMENT

Microphones. The secret of realistic and
satisfying recordings of pipe organs is in the
selection of proper microphones. The flattest
possible frequency response is required, and
the bottom end should reach at least to 30 Hz

(cycles per second); preferably 20 Hz. Even
then some pedal notes caimot be reproduced
due to limitations of tape and recorders. By
flat frequency response is meant there
should be no "peaks" in frequency across the
audible range of 20-20,000 Hz as is the case in
many microphones made for vocalists and
general public-address system use. In short, a
good microphone of studio quality is needed.
The desired characteristics are most often

found in the condenser microphone, though
there are a few high-priced dynamic micro
phones (notably the AKG D-224) that ap
proach condenser characteristics. It is not
imperative that all microphones in a given
project be the same,- however, the principal
ones should be a matched pair of the best
possible from those available. Additional
ones which will be used for acoustic rein

forcement of the principals may be of lesser
quality without detracting a great deal from
the overall quality of sound.
One must consider that most of the micro

phones manufactured are designed for vocal
ists and instrumentalists in the popular
music field where realism is defined differ

ently from the classicist's viewpoint. Those
artists are looking for a "commercial sound"
to present to their pubhc, and it has nothing
to do with realism. Therefore the selection

process for instruments to record pipe organs
is quite different. The most important single
factor is the frequency response graph fur
nished with good microphones. Look to see if
there are any perceptible peaks in the graph
and to see how fast the response drops down
below 30 Hz. The graph should be practically
a straight line from 20 to 20,000 Hz. If there
are peaks around 1,000 Hz, it indicates the
instrument would enhance a vocalist's per
formance, but would emphasize those fre
quencies in an organ recording. If the bar
drops 2 dB or more below 30 Hz but reaches
down to 20 Hz, you would anticipate some
equalization in the low bass area on play
back, particularly if the organist is playing
works with heavy pedal passages.
Microphone Accessories.. Stands, con

nectors and cables are so commonplace as to
be out of place in this discussion. Each instal
lation will require different gear, and each
recordist will have his own methods of rig
ging microphones. One recommendation.

though, is worth consideration: If stands are
to be floor mounted, it would be a worth
while investment in shock mounts for the
microphones, especially if the recording is to
be made when the audience is present. The
recommended wind screen for each micro

phone is necessary to a good recording. Mike
booms, rigging cable, gaffer's tape and other
goodies in every recordist's kit are there for a
reason, so expect to accumulate your share of
them to meet varying conditions.
Good location recordings are more easily

made with microphones having a cardioid
(heart-shaped) pick-up pattern. These do not
have the extremely low frequency range of
omnidirectional condensers, but are ade
quate for most applications. If it is necessary
to reproduce frequencies in the 20 to 30 Hz
range, an onrni mike may be used, but its
placement and relative strength in the mix is
critical to avoid over-all pickup of unwanted
sounds in all directions throu^out the hall.
Good cardioid condensers should be ade

quate down to 30 Hz, some to 20 Hz. In these
subterranean frequency ranges, check the re
corder specifications to see if the required
range is reproducible. Some machines may
not handle 20 Hz, for example, at 15 ips;
whereas they may do so at 7'/2 ips.
In any event, theere is sufficient imforma-

tion possible in the 30 to 40 Hz range to
support very attractive organ recordings as
suming the entire spectrum is reproduced
linearly. Equipment for frequencies below
that range will be astronomical in cost and
require constant care and monitoring to keep
it functional in the lowest ranges. The audi
ble range begins at 20 Hz, though some pipe
organs will produce 16 Hz! If reproduced,
some hi-fi components could rob the play
back by filtering subsonic frequencies to pre
vent speaker damage.
Recorder. Selecting a tape recorder de

pends on the use to which your resulting tape
will be put, as well as the degree of quality
you wish for personal pleasure. If the record
ing is to be used for cutting a phonograph
disc, you must supply to the record plant a
half-track stereo tape at 15 ips. So, when
putting together your complement of equip
ment, consider if this is to be a requirement.
Half-track will of course take twice the tape
a Quarter-track machine uses at the same
speed. As a matter of practical consideration,
all else being equal, a Half-track machine
will be about 3 dB quieter (better signal-to-
noise ratio) than the Quarter-track. Whether
to consider multi-track formats (4-track, 4-
chaimel, 8, 16, 24, etc. charmels) is one for
each person to decide. It is questionable in
my mind if multi-track, multi-channel re
corders can offer much advantage unless it is
desired to record an instrument with an anti-

phonal organ and present the recording quad-
raphonically. For normal stereo uses, there
seems to be little advantage in multi-track
unless other material is to be added to the

program in synch later. In any case, my per
sonal preference is for reel-to-reel format for
original recordings (it permits editing), plus
the Half-track format at 15 ips and 7^2 ips.
The slower speed is used when the program
is not designed for discs, and economy is a
factor; the quarter trdck format does not
permit editing, so half-track with its im
proved signal to noise is just as economical.

Cassette machines these days will produce
very listenable tapes if fed with good
microphones. However, they do not permit



editing (except electronically through copy
ing from one machine to another) and they
still are not the equal of reel-to-reel in either
frequency response or wow/flutter charac
teristics. So if you are recording strictly for
your own enjoyment of the resulting tapes,
you may be well-satisfied with cassettes. For
organ recordings, though, you would still
wish to insist on a top-grade machine to wr
ing every possible decibel and Hz from them.
Mixer. When using a stereo recorder, the

only requirement for a mixer is when the
situation calls for more microphones than
the recorder can accommodate. Very satisfy
ing recordings can be made in many in
stances with a pair of microphones,- in fact
many present-day professional recordings,
including direct-to-disc recordings of orches
tras, are engineered with only two mikes.
However, there is another possible situa

tion — one of impedance match. When the
recorder accepts unbalanced high-imped-
ence microphones, and the situation calls for
low-imped^ce balanced lines (as is the case
of condensers, for example), either a line-
matching transformer located near the recor
der or a suitable mixer with high-level out
put is required. My personal preference is to
use the mixer with its integral phantom
power supply for condenser microphones. In
that way the high-level output from the
mixer will feed any tape recorder with high-
level inputs.
Another situation calling for a mixer is the

use of signal processing equipment between
the microphone and the recorder when that
equipment is limited to high-level inputs
and outputs. A typical situation is the use of
dbx® noise-reduction and dynamic expansion.
dbx.® A development in recent years of

genuine interest to the organ buff is the dbx®
compander. It is a device which compresses
the incoming signal to the tape recorder (or
mixer), thus presenting a very narrow dy
namic range to the recorder and the tape. On
playback the device becomes an expander
(hence the name "compander") which de
codes the signal, giving a dynamic range on
playback of 30 dB more than the dynamic
range of the tape and recorder combination.
For thundering crescendos, sforzandos and
noise-free pianissimos, this device has been a
boon to the recording of pipe organ music.
One special side effect it has is in the area of
noise reduction. The very nature of its opera
tion suppresses the tape hiss so far into the
background that it is not discemable to the
ear even at high volume on playback.
By using a mixer to provide high-level out

put from the microphones, feeding a dbx®
2-channel unit, the chore of "riding gain" on
the performance is eliminated (one records at
about 3/4 normal peak volume with no gain
riding) for full dynamic range playback and
no distorted peaks. The dbx® is especially of
interest to those making professional record
ings which will find their way to disc pres
sings, because the encoded tape may be
edited and furnished to the plant for decod
ing directly to the disc cutting lathe, thus
eliminating unwanted dynamic compres
sion and tape hiss which would otherwise
show up on the completed record.
Note that dbx® is available in a number of

models and configurations. The particular
unit discussed here is the 120 series made for
preservation of dynamic range and noise re
duction when making original recordings.
The model 122 is a two-chaimel device,- the

model 124 is a 4-channel device or a
simultaneous code/decode two-channel
unit. The company markets a number of
other models of units for enhancement of
record playback, etc., which are not suitable
for noise reduction applications. Check with
your dealer or representative and discuss
your specific requirements.
There are other companders on the market

which do the same job, and some may even
be compatible with dbx® studio equipment.
Among the others is a line produced by MXR
and carrying that trade name.
Companders work well with cassette

machines,- in fact, the use of a compander for
live recording on casssette machines elimi
nate the need for Dolby® and the possible
mis-tracking problems encountered with
swapping tapes made on one machine for
playback on another.
Tape. There is nothing more crucial to a

good recording than the quality of tape on
which it is made. And it is equally important
is to optimize your machine for the tape be
ing used. A considerable amount of physical
labor and mental anguish are expended on a
live recording session by the recordist. Even
with the best of everything in perfect align
ment, working properly, the chore is a taxing
one and offers many opportunities for mis
hap. There is no substitute for excellent tape
in an original recording.
The bias and equilization of the tape

machine should be optimized for the partic
ular brand and type of tape you intend using
for master recording. This is a procedure best
performed by a qualified technician and a
reel of the intended tape should be furnished
with the machine for his use in testing. Nor
mally the home recordist neighter has the
equipment nor the skills involved to attempt
the job; nevertheless, it is absolutely re
quired for best results. And it is inexpensive
by comparison with the other investment in
equipment and labor required to produce fine
master recordings on location.

If making recordings on Half-track
machines without the use of dbx® compan
der, and a peak reading averaging 0-VU, it
would be advisable to use I Vi mil tape since
the thicker stock helps to avoid print-
through. If using the dbx® in compressed
mode, even with Half-track machines, the
reduced signal level recorded on the tape
should eliminate any danger of print-through
even on the thinner 1 mil stock.

PRACTICE

Microphone Placement. There is a prevalent
method of microphone deployment used by
BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation)
when the hall is unknown to them. It is a

fail-safe method of making a recording in any
situation which will truthfully capture the
"sound of the hall" along with a wide stereo
spread of the performing forces. It's known as
the Crossed Pair and merely consists of two
microphones mounted one on top of the
other but with an angle of 90° formed at the
front of the microphones. Placement should
be with a line bi-secting the 90° angle point
ing to the center of the performing forces
(orchestra, chorus, chamber group, etc.).
This, esseitially means that the microphone
on the left is recording the right side of the
stage and vice versa. To be used in this man
ner, the microphones should be cardioid pat-
tem. A side advantage of using this config
uration is the phase-cancellation which oc

curs where the two cardioid patterns overlap.
This provides excellent ambient sound re
covery by the Hafler method of pseudo-
quadraphonic playback. In Hafler's method,
a pair of speakers is placed at the rear of the
listening area and the signal fed to them is
out of phase. Thus the information repro
duced in the rear of the hall is in good portion
that which is not present in the front due to
the phase-cancellation at the microphones!
In recording pipe organs where the cham

bers are widely separated, as is the case in
some theatres, the use of the crossed pair is
sometimes unsatisfactory due to the width
of that separation. It places the microphones
so far from the chambers as to provide little
presence to the recording. In those instances,
when only 2 microphones are available, it
would be better to separate them to mike
each chamber individually from the op
timum distance. This optimum distance
would be from 20 to 30 feet in front of each
chamber, depending on the amount of hall
ambience you wish.
However, if more microphones can be ac

commodated, you might still opt for the
crossed pair as the principal microphone pair,
gaining wide stereo spread and hall ambience
with the crossed pair, mixed with an indi
vidual pair as described above for presence.
This is an especially satisfying arrangement in
an empty theatre or church because of the
wide latitude it offers in balancing reverberant
sound with direct soimd.

In placing the mikes, the best position for
direct sound is on a level with the center of

the organ chamber. In most theatres and
churches, this calls for mikes hung with guy-
wires or on extremely tall stands. For some
possibly good practical reason, organ build
ers liked to get their instruments as close to
heaven as possible. But the further from the
floor the microphone is placed, the further
from the audience it will be. With the cardi

oid pattern most often used, the dead side of
the mike is to the audience, resulting in a
much quieter and more professional result.
Remember to use your shock mounts and

wind screens, and don't put the microphones
so close to the chambers that the wind noise

will give the impression of air-conditioners
running against a background of tape hiss!
The nature of the mighty beast is to make
those noises, sometimes including noisy
shutter actions that will tax your editing
abilities after the session is over.
Microphone leads. For all mike lines over

about 10 feet, it is necessary to use a balanced
line (three wires in a common shielded
cable.) Two things occur with the unbal
anced two-wire set-up on long runs: loss of
high frequencies and induction of hum. To
avoid this, the balanced Line permits the long
runs necessary to cover the average pipe or
gan and get the tape recorder sufficiently dis
tant from the mikes to keep machine noise
out of the recording. If using a recorder equip
ped with unbalanced inputs, and no mixer,
use low-impedence balanced line mikes and
a line transformer at the recorder end of the

lead to change the signal from low impe-
dence balanced to high impedence unbal
anced. These transformers are relatively in
expensive and are available from your micro
phone dealer. You may have to install the
phone plug on the end, depending on the
thoughtfulness of the manufacturer. With
balanced lines it is not vmusual to see runs of

several hundred feet with no problems.



Tape recorder. It will always improve your
recording to use the fastest speed you have
available. Admittedly, it takes more tape;
but your options are open in the future to use
the resulting tape more ways than if you do
otherwise. The faster speed provides better
signal-to-noise, better wow/flutter charac
teristics, and opens new vistas in the ability
to edit tightly to eliminate extraneous noises
or splice together several takes within a gi
ven selection to make the finished recording.
Never take a recording at 3% ips if you will
be required to edit! You will have four times
as much editing room at 15 ipsi

If the opportunity is available, have the
artist give you full organ with the shutters
wide open and set the. VU meters at 0-VU.
You will then be assured of no overload dur

ing the performance. If certain selections are
relatively quiet throughout with little or no
dynamics (there are some!), these levels may
be increased to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. But make the adjustment before the
selection starts and do not make changes
during the performance. Remember the
maximum settings for 0-VU at full organ and
go back to this setting for the remainder of
the program.

If using the dbx® compander to compress
the program, the initial setting should be
made about 25% under 0-VU at full organ,
and no changes made even for quiet passages.
The compander will do your gain riding for
you. You will notice in using the dbx® that
the noise "floor" of the recording is ex
tremely objectionable, and that the loudest
passages are little louder than the noise. Do
not be alarmed, as this condition is reversed
upon decoding.
Mixer. One caution in using the mixer.

Most units have their own VU meters to

permit level adjustment of the inputs. Be
careful to adjust the mixer so it does not
overload on peaks. Since the line output is
being fed to the hne input of the recorder, the
level check with full organ should produce
0-VU on the mixer as well as the recorder's

VU meters. If using the dbx® compander, it
will be placed between the mixer and the
recorder, ha this case, the VU reading on the
mixer woidd be 0-VU and the reading on the
recorder would be 25% under 0-VU. Keep in
mind the signal path. The signal goes from
microphone to mixer then to the compander
for compression, then to the recorder for
transfer to the tape.

B photography for tape
recording as a hobby
some 25 years ago and
claims to have lost in

the bargalnl He Is ac
tive In taping live musi
cal events in and

around Atlanta, and
owns "the world's

largest collection" of
recordings at Atlanta's
Fox theatre. Among a
number of Ips he has

produced is "The Many Moods of the Mighty Mo" In
connection with Atlanta Chapter ATOS's campaign
to save the Fox

jim resides In Austell (a western suburb of Atlanta)
with his wife, Ruth. They have two children and two

If your mixer has equalization facilities
(boost of treble and base frequencies), check
carefully before starting the session to see
that all channels are properly set. My prefer
ence is to take the recording "flat" — that is,
without equalization. This step can be taken
on transfer to disc if necessary, or upon tape
copies, if necessary — or it can be handled
with the equalizer or tone controls on play
back. Nothing is more frustrating than to have
a library of otherwise good organ tapes which
years later caimot be enjoyed because subse
quent equipment purchases have changed the
equalization requirements! Most hi-fi addicts
and organ buffs prefer playing their music
straight — that is, without addition of artifi
cial reverberation or artificial equalization.

It's possibly a small matter to many, but
the time to make a record of what is on each
reel of tape is the time it is recorded. If there
is a program, make notations in it of any
changes the artist makes and file the pro
gram with the tape. If it is a session for
recording only, get the pertinent informa
tion on each selection, write it down and
file in the box with the reel. Then, never let
it get separated from the reel. It is most
difficult to identify years later a number of
classical selections (or popular for that mat
ter) which are not familiar to you. This is
seldom a problem in theatre organ concerts,
as the artists usually announce their num
bers as they proceed.
And this raises a point. Not a great deal of

tape is wasted by letting the machine mn
while the artist is talking between numbers.
Capturing this talk on the tape saves the
trouble of making notes of the selections. It
also permits editing at leisure after the pro
gram has been considered in toto, providing
sufficient ambient hall "noise" to prevent an
noying dead-silence between numbers as the
ultimate program is edited down. Having a sup
ply of hall noise is always an advantage in pro
ducing a smoothly flowing "program tape."

Editing. After the master tape is made, it
can usually be improved by judicious edit
ing. If it is to be used as a basis for a
phonograph disc, editing will be required to
separate selections with about 5 or 6 seconds
of white paper leader, plus 10 or 15 seconds
of the same type leader at the front and back
of each reel. These leaders are required in
setting up the cutting lathe, and the reason
for use of paper is to eliminate any possibility
of static being generated during playback

grandchildren. Hewa^^oundln^Tiembe^^udlo
Forum, past president of Atlanta Cold Type Associa
tion, and Is active in the Photographic Society of
America's Sound Workshop. Jim and Ruth were
voted an Honorary Life Member status in Atlanta
Chapter, AT05 In March of 1980. He says he doesn't
deserve It, but has chronic gerontltis and acute tre-
molltls and doesn't deserve them either! He man
ages to stay busy as president of Fotoprint Com
pany, vice-president of Mail Research Associates, a
partner In Frump Organ Company*, several world
wide tapespondents and a half-acre yard.
•FRUMP Is a nonsense appellation a local wag applied to
John Tanner, James Thrower and |ames Jobson, the con
sortium that found, arranged for and relocated a 23-rank
Moller-Standaaft Instniment (with tibial, no lessi) to Brook-
haven United Methodist under a dollar-per-year lease
arrangement, with the proviso it be kept open to qualified
musicians for practice.

that would cause a flaw in the disc. In addi

tion, 10 or 15 seconds of a pure tone, 1000 Hz
or higher, should be inserted ahead of the
first selection, reproduced at 0-VU. This pure
tone, made on the same machine aa the mas
ter tape, will permit the cutting lathe
operator to optimize the azimuth of the
heads on his machine with the original
mastering machine. This is extremely im
portant in the transfer of high frequencies
correctly onto disc.
Even a program tape made for your own

edification and amazement can be substan

tially improved by good editing. The long
pauses between the artist's chat, if any,
while setting the registration of the instru
ment can be eliminated. Extraneous noises

which fall in the quiet portions between ele
ments of music can be extracted [and if
necessary replaced with a spot of ambient
sound from another place in the tape). The
chat of the artist can be edited for better

presentation if it is desired to keep this infor
mation. Especially is it flattering to the artist
and your own skill to remove any verbal mis
takes such as stuttering or false starts.
A dbx® encoded master is edited in the

same way any other would be. In fact, the
splices will be less apt to exhibit noise of
their own on such a tape.
The beauty of a well-edited tape is a joy to

the listener, and is the mark of profes
sionalism for the recordist. All that is re

quired is an inexpensive editing block, razor
blade and patience to select the editing
points, cut and splice the tape at the proper
places. It will be advantageous to use a good
grade of splicing tape (Scotch brand is excel
lent) rather than ordinary adhesive tape. The
adhesive on the latter will tend to ooze in a

short time, making it impossible to play the
tape without repairing each splice. In any
event, when playing a spliced tape it is wise
to run through the tape fast-forward and
back one time to be sure all splices are free
of sticking.
Once the tape is completed, edited and

ready for storage, a log of the contents of the
reel should be prepared, together with exact
timing of each selection and filed in the box.
Then the box should be properly labeled be
fore storage in the library and properly re
corded in your master-log of the tape library.

DONATED ORGAN' BEING SOlIh
Bids for the sale of the former San Fran

cisco Orpheum four-manual Robert-Mort
on pipe organ are due to be opened early
next month by the Piedmont i Board of
Education. The instrument, donated to the
Piedmont High School by J. B. Nethercutt,
cannot be installed due to lack of funds
and rather than pay storage charges on the
organ the school system is selling it, it is
reported.

Northern California Chapter ATOS has
been endeavoring to convince the board to
donate the instrument to the club for in
stallation in one of several places. Club
officials plan to enter a bid that would
take care of storage charges, but permit
Honation to them. One location under in
vestigation is the former New Stanford
Theatre in Palo Alto, about 35 miles
south of San Francisco. Another is the
city auditorium in Berkeley and possibly
a former theatre that is now closed, also
located in the City of Berkeley. Members
would install the organ.



■BRlTlSH~fHEAfRE~MAN,¥iCHITA ORGAN PRESENTATION MAN ADVANCE THOUGHTS ON
SUCCESSFUL CONCERT PRESENTATIONS. IN WAKE OF GENERAL DROP IN' ATTENDANCE

Consternation over sinking attendance at theatre organ concerts
during the past year have been manifest throughout the world. In
Great Britain theatre organ circles there have been numerous at
tempts made by various people to explain why people are not go
ing to the presentations. Among the reasons—high cost of trans
portation; too many programs each monthjtiring of hearing same
artists, yet not interested to attend concerts by young, unknown
artists who will be the stars of tomorrow—etc.

Each idea has merit, but the real reasons were not put forth un
til recently. In England the Granada chain presented 12 organ
concerts during 1979. The results were far less than successful and
consequently &e circuit will not risk presentation of any such
shows.

In the U. S. the attendance problem is typical although there
are several bright spots where season after season there is excell
ent support shown organ shows. Several of these—^Rochester,
Wichita, and most effectively sucoessfulk Dunedin——continue to
attract repeat customers. It is also reported that in Indianapolis
the Paramount Music Palace is well on its way to building a tre
mendous, steady clientele.

Obviously there must be a reason some shows are successful ov
er others that fail to be financialj and possibly, artistic successes.
In Great Britain the Rank Organisation has produced highly success
ful shows and plans to continue.

*Bert Bertram, Rank Leisure Services Head*
Writing in the Cinema Organ Society Newsletter, Bert Bertram,

head of the Rank Leisure Services, noted: "Seven years ago the
company were disposing of organs at an alarming rate, and those
that remained were destined to a life in the pit. Managers also
complained that they made little or nothing out of organ concerts
the result of which, 1 wrote to our chairman suggesting that we
promoted our own shows. I stressed that any show must be done in
the pre-war style, in other words presented properly and everyone
being involved including managers, house engineers and staff.
This format has worked very well, wo much so, that attendances
today are well up on last year" and include many of the ordinary
cinema going public.

"Our policy for the West End is, that organists appearing on a
Sunday also do the two Saturday night film performances which
has been an overwhelming success.

"So far, we have five organs in tip top condition, all v>6f
which have been overhauled by permission of our theatre director.

"I agree with some correspondents that the same old faces ap
pear at the console,but for my part I like to ring the changes, and
todate have engaged no fewer than 63 different organists. Many
of these organists never seem to get a look in— or maybe they
have just been forgotten by various organisers—but they were
broadcasting stars of yesteryear... and I will continue to unearth
as many as possible.

These are the organists that I continually search for, and for
them to travel long distances to play, one has to make it worth
while To promote a show these days costs anything in excess of
200 pounds, but providing it is done right, people will come. "
DOES~Ai^ONE HAVE INFORMATION ABOUT SWITZERLAND'S
LAST THEATRE PIPE ORGAN?—CORRESPONDENT INTERESTED

Wolfgang Schaa, a frequent correspondent on the Continent or
gan scene, recently ivisited the Forum Cinema in a suburb of Zur
ich which was said toHouse the last cinema pipe org^an in the
country since demolition of another theatre in Bas^ during the
last montlis. "I had the opportunity to see the console and pipes
in haste before the first performance of the film that dayj' Schaa
noted. "The two-manual straight console with three swell pedals
doesn't divulge the builder. There are two chambers with swell
shutters under the stage, at least 10 ranks of pipes, percussions and
toy counter. Beside the console is an apparatus for two rolls. The
organ isn't playable, but seems to be complete. It was built 1927
-1929. The organ is a German work (but seemingly not Welte) of
1929," he added.

If there are readers who happen to have information about the
theatre and its instrument, Wolfgang Schaa would appreciate
learning about it. His address: Pflegerstrasse 11, 8000 MUEN-
CHEN 60. from COS Newsletter
SYDNEY CITY COUNCIL PRESENTING WEEKLY CONCERTS

Weekly brgan recitals at Sydney's Town Hall on the huge instru
ment there have been started again by the Council of this Austral
ian metropolis. All Thursday evening performances, they start at
6:115 and are free of charge to the public. City OrganistH^^^^H
Robert Ampt; Assistant City Organist Mark Bensted and
newly appointed Assistant City Organist—Theatre,
David Parsons will appear in the series. David Parsons
is well-known throusliout Australia for his excellent
theatre styling. The Sydney Grand Organ is a five-
manual instrument.

WE'VE SAVED AND PRESERVED THEATRE ORGANS ̂ OW IT
IS TIME TO MAKE THEM A RECOGNIZED CREDITABLE
MUSICAL MEDUIM FOR THEIR RIGHTFUL CONCERT PLACE

by Michael C, Coup
The recent, seemingly unqualified, success of llie first public

concert on the Foort Moller prompts me to raise what I hope may
be taken as a challenge.

For the past twenty-odd years, most of us in the theatre organ
world have concentrated on saving various instruments. By any
objective criteria, I'd think we could be considered fairly suc
cessful at it: several truly fine residence situations now exist,
many restaurants/pizza parlors are organ equipped, and not just a
few public auditoriums and theatres have fine, well maintained
theatre organs. All this is well and good, and most probably the
first priority for a preservation group. These efforts definitely
should continue.

There is now, however, a new step to be taken, namely the mu
sical, professional step of making the instrument a recognized,
creditaMe musical medium. There are those, I'm sure, who do
not feel it is our responsibility to accomplish the task of putting
our instrument into the concert category. I'd only ask, then,

' who is going to do it? If the instrument known as the theatre or
gan is going to survive musically, it must be treated musically
and not just as an interesting relic from the past or a visual cur
iosity of flashing lights and re-iterating percussion hammers
painted iridescent orange.

The Los Anceles Chapter has shown itself what a few of us have
known for awhile; a theatre organ concert properly promoted
and performed can be economically and musically successful.

Let me suggest, however, that such success is a delicate object.
Its repetition, or time between repetition, is critical. The aud
ience, the public, must be given slightly less than it wanis; it
must be anxious for the next performance. Performance quality
must be kept high; there aren't enough musical players around to
permit more than three or four performances a season. Musical
performances are the only acceptable coin; high wire acts at low
level do not contribute to the musical stature of a musical in-
strument.~3esperately in need of a professional stature.

Professional fees must be paid to artists; we cannot expect to
interest first class musicians in becoming theatre organists if fees
are only small fractions of other concert artists' fees.

The bottom line of this is to challenge the L. A. people and in
deed theatre organ people everytwhere to keep tiieir eyes on the
donut, not on the hole. In this situation, this theatre organ siilua-
tion , the challenge for the next score of years is to move the in
strument into the musical mainstream. We must do it, whethere
we make money, whether those who want work-light-at-midnight
jam sessions are happy, and whethere some other organ in storage
has to wait a few years for installation. It is time we all realized
that all the playing Wurlitzers ever built make little difference if
they are never neard by more than a small cadre of people, and
even less difference if they are never played by a musician.

There are fine instruments waiting for musical performances
all over the country. Let's take it as our responsibility to build r
fine concert situations and concert artists. Is it the Impossible
Dream to imagine cities all over the country presenting theatre
organ pops concerts?

My own conviction is that it is the Essential Dream.

"DREAM MERCHANTS" ORGANIST BILL COFFMAN
Bill Coffman, one of the owners of the famed El Segundo (Calif)

Music Hall and its Wurlitzer, was the organist TV viewers saw in
the segement filmed in the Hollywood Pantages Theatre. Taken
last January, an old two manual horseshoe console was hauled in
on the stage and Coffman simulated a practice session. "There
was no sound, of cours-e," Coffman said, "and a Hammond was
used to dub in organ sound. I suggested they tape Old Town
Music Hall Wurlitzer,but it didn't impress whoever produced the
series." Columbia Pictures TV Division produced the show.

Coffman also appears in another Columbia-produced TV show.
Fantasy Island" and plays a honky tonk piano in a bordello- "I
just sit tliere playing the old piano—it has no guts, strings—
while the customers talk to the girls and get price structures.
The year is supposed to be 1906, in San Francisco, and the quake

' does make a shambles of the place. " Coffman added that Ricardo
Montalban is the star of this series. The earthquake scene is due
to hit L.A.t TV screens about September, according to Pianist

Coffman.
Speaking of pianos and organs, the Coffman, Cathy

Craig show at Old Town sold out for its initial perform-
ance and had to be advertised a second time due to its
great popularity with Music Hall patrons. A ragtime
show is also having several extra nights becai^e of its
equal hit-making qualities.



L.A^.VICE CHAIRMAN GENE DAVIS HAS HEART ATTACK
Gene Davis, Los Angeles Chapter ATOS' ever-busy and bustling vice chair

man is currently a much quieter man. On July 20th he was getting ready to
take beach items to a local beach area and "sit" on real estate for a group of
sun-minded organ buffs when he suddenly felt ill. He asked to be taken to the
hospital. Once there the medicos rushed him into intensive care and he was
there for over a week. Upon his release from intensive care he returned to
his home after being advised that he must rest. Davis has been active in AT
OS he master-minded removal of the United Artist Diaphones, a heavy duty
job; removal of the Marr S Colton from the Warner Hollywood; and serves as
head of the Orpheum Theatre Wurlitzer restoration project.

It was in line of his Orpheum restoration work that Davis asked his doctor if
he could go to the theatre and perhaps just use a screwdriver. His doctor re
plied that he could—providing the screw driver was no bigger than his little
finger. Davis got the message. He may go down and look around and give
advice until his recuperation is complete.

VISTA THEATRE IN HOLLYWOOD TALKS ABOUT ORGAN FOR HOUSE
Possible installation of a theatre pipe organ for the Vista Theatre,Hollywood,

is being discussed by the new management that has re-opened the house and
plans to exhibit classic silent and '^1-talking' feature films and short subjects.
The organ would be used for silent film presentations.
Opened during the 1920's by the Lou Bard Theatre Circuit, the Egyptian-style

house had a Style D Wurlitzer, it is believed. The theatre roof sign proclaim
ed it to be "BARD'S" After the Bard circuit relinquished control of the house
it was re-named Vista and continued as a neighborhood theatre until the in
roads of television and poor feature films forced its closure. Subsequently it
became a prony movie house.
The new operators reopened the theatre during the last week of this month

and have announced they will restore the Egyptian decor.

ATLANTA FOX CCOUNG TOWER FIRE CLOSES HOUSE FOR TWO WEEKS
At?£nta's Fox Theatre went dark for two weeks this month when fire destroy

ed the wooden colling tower of the air conditioning system. The roof unit was
ignited Idv sparks from the torch of a welder at work on the steel framework of
the new Southern Bell Telephone building adjacent to the theatre. The fire was
confined to the wooden structure and no other damage was reported. The big
movie palace could not be used until the air conditioning system was returned
to operation.
SEATTLE SITE FOR ATOS CONVENTION NEXT YEAR, JULY 1st TO 5TH
Puget Sound Chapter (Seattle) will host the 1981 Convention for ATOS, it

was announced at the 1980 Convention in London this month.

A NEW RELEASE

GEORGE WRIGHT
(Plays The Chicago Theatre Orgair)

CHICAGO
Volume I I

Side 1

The Flat Foot Floogie
I'll Never Smile Again
A-Tlsket, A-Tasket
Paradise

Cheek To Cheek

All the Things You Are

Side 2

The Music Goes

Round and Round

You're Mine You

Truckin'

I'm In the Mood for Love

All of Me

Body & Soul

PRICE: 9.95 POST PAID

Check or Money Order, no C.O.D.'s
California Residents Add: 6% Sales Tax

ORDER FROM:

J. NELSON MANAGEMENT
900 Anderson Drive • San Rafael, OA 94901

ALSO—LIMITED SUPPLY OF VOLUME I AVAILABLE

BROADBENT SEEKING DATES FOR
U.S.CONCERT TOUR FOR I98I
Ernest Broadben^ famed for his tenure at the con

sole of the Tower Ballroom Wurlitzer in Blackpool
when he succeeded Reginald Dixon, is planning a
trip to the United States in 1981 and is very keen to
have some concert engagements. His representative,
famous Broadcaster Alan Ashton, notes that the organ
ist is not seeking any large concert fees and would be
agreeable to do a concert based on a small nominal
fee and expenses. The object is to arrange a tour
of several concert organ locations in order to qualify
for an APEX air fare based on a minimum stay of
three weeks in US and Canada.

Ashton will furnish upon request a tape cassette of
the artist and information package. His address is;
Alan Ashton, 58 Lever House Lane, Leyland,Preston
PRS 2XN, Lancashire, England.
ATOS FINANCIAL REPORT continued from P. 1
Wurlitzer is carried on the books. The value of the
instrument represents a considerable amount, but this
is not shown on the report.

This, however, is minor compared to the interest
manifest in the postage bill listed by national head
quarters and the contract fees that tend to credit the
fact that national is indeed in business, but does not
pay salaries. Contract fees are paid to those who are
involved in the publication of the national magazine,
those who deal with memberships, those who are in
headquarters.
The need to continually borrow money is also of

interest to money sleuths. They contend that nation
al could not possibly have had a profit of any kind
except an imaginary paper one. According to the
reports of '77 and '78 there were combined losses of
$12,7711.72. Deduct the so-called'79 profit and you
have a "true" net loss for '79 of $7, 362. 06—that is
providing some 'angel' didn't enter the scene and
give enough cash to wipe out the deficit of the two
previous years.
Had national not received' a $15, 000 loan, total

"adjusted" 1979 loss would have been an astounding
$22,362.06. If this spending continues, it will be
necessary to borrow more money and run the club
deeper into debt. Why it is necessary to borrow so
much money is a big mystery when the organization
should be living within its income.

In the matter of postage, LA Chairman Ralph Beau-
dry got busy with the report and was boiling mad by
the time he completed liis study. The expense of
headquarters and membership for postage was a whopp
ing $6,912. 79. At 15 cents per letter the two offices
would have sent out over 46,000 individual pieces of
mail. Beaudry oonsiders this an impossibility since
he hasn't received answers to several of the letteis he
has written Irwin Young requesting information about
finances. There are others who complain of not be
ing able to get answers to their letters from headquart
ers.

It is apparent that waste overshadows a great many
other facets of ATOS that are in need of cleaning up.
If dues are raised to try and offeet the poor business
operation of ATOS it is believed there will be some
sort of demand made on the directors to curb spending
so much money and having to borrow from banks to
keep the club afloat.
At this juncture it would seem that a clean sweep

is needed with some type of professional office force
installed, under direction of the club president (it is
also necessary to have a president who serves as head
of the organization to direct activities rather than
as they & now—nothing more than a glad-hander
without authority of any kind. One leader—one good
leader who is actively interested in the welfare of the
club is far better than a board of directors wh cannot
meet more often than once or twice a year and are
totally ineffective). It appears to most concerned
members that the day-to-day operation of the club
is in the hands of inexperienced people, or those who
lack sufficient time to administer the organization
properly and thus are contributing to the obvious waste
that points to club insolven<^ if it is not stopped.

Prior to his death August 2f2, 1979, R. C. Simonton
who founded the organization, told a group of ATOS
members that he favored the idea advanced by Sandy
Fleet for a professional office staff and that in his op
inion the present method of administering club busi
ness should be done away with immediately if the
organization is to continue.



The George
k Wright
i| Academy
m of Artistic

^ Organ
Performance

Announces its
Inaugural Theater Organ Seminar

Personally Conducted by George Wright.
For the first time ever the legendary George
Wright will share his secrets of theater organ
playing with some fortunate organists... am
ateurs, professionals, teachers ... whowantto
leam how to master weepy glissandos, accom
paniment percussion, correct harmony, left
hand rhythms, registrations and much more.

Those attending will receive over 18 hours of
personal instruction by George Wright who
will lecture and demonstrate from the organ
bench.

The sessions open Monday, October 13,1980 in
the Pasadena, California Civic Center's Little
Theater and close Wednesday, October 15 in
the San Gabriel CivicAuditorium on the 3 man
ual Wurlitzer pipe organ where Wright fre
quently concertizes.

Small classes will insure personzil interest and
answers to every question. Closed-circuit TV
cameras focused on the keyboards will guar
antee everyone a bench-side seat.

Additionally, a kick-off breakfast, closing
cocktail party, banquet and a private George
Wright concert will transform an exciting
learning experience into a delightful social
occasion.

The total cost is only $565 and includes an of-
ficiai certificate of completion.

Don't miss this once in a lifetime opportunity.
For complete information, fill in the coupon
and mail today.

The George Wright
Academy of Artistic Organ Performance
26375 Naccome Dr.
Mission Viejo, CA 92691

Yes, I am interested in attending George Wright's
Theater Oigan Seminar Oct. 13-15. Please send
brochure describing curriculum and events.

i  I
Phone

Apt. or Ste. No.



ORGAN INSTALLED HERE COULD HAVE GONE
INTO 'FAST FOOD' PLACE BECAUSE IT
WAS ̂ ET UP AND PLAYING IN 23 DAYS
When restaurant entreprenuer Ron Walls decided to open an

other pizza palace he chose East Lansing, Michigan, and pattern
ed it after me very successful operation he had opened in Grand
Rapids. There were some modifications and improvements to
his original designs, both structurally and visually, but the over
all plan of his first pizza parlor dictated what the basic Lansing
showplace would be.

Ground was broken in March, 1979, and the first business day
was six months later, October 16th. The Grand Opening concert
was played by Lyn Larsen on November 18, 1979. Smaller fast
foods factories have gone up in about the same length of time,
but they neither have the seating capacity of a pizza pzrlor, nor
do they have a theatre pipe organ. The organ for East Lansing's
Roaring 20's was erected in record time itself.
The organ arrived by truck and was unloaded on September

22nd. Installation was started the following day and just twenty-
three (23) days later, on October 15th, the owner and investors
were being entertained by staff organists, Rob Richards and Dav
id Russell at the just completed installation!
Ken Crome, Crome Organ Company, Los Angeles, was re

sponsible for the specifications, rebuilding, chamber design, in
stallation and regulation of the instrument, working with Charlie
Balogh, Musical Director of the Roaring 20's Organization. Ton
al regulation and finishing was done by Ken Crome assisted by
Lyn Larsen.

Q'uite naturally, the Wurlitzer, which is a hybrid, is the show
piece of the pizza parlor. When it is said the instrument is a ;
hybrid, this is not to infer that it was made up of bits and pieces
by some enthusiastic organ buff. The organ was put together
over several years by Ken Crome, who had entertained the idea
of erecting the instrument in his own home. Walls persuaded
the organman to sell it for installation in the pizza parlor.

PIZZA
1850 Newman Road - Okemos, Michigan 48864

Phone: (517) 349-8330

featuring the Mighty WurliTzer
Theatre Pipe Organ

Photographs used to illustrate this article were
taken by James Munger and Ed Corey.

(Mill I tMiUdi I (I (Ui I nil iinnmn MM M n

Size of the dining area is approximately 4,000 square feet
with side walls of 16 feet and a ceiling height of 28 feet at
its center peak.
Twenty-seven ranks and a variety of percussions and toy

counter play into the area from two chambers which are ap
proximately 12 by 20 feet each. Four sets of cirstom-built
swell shades are installed at rackboard level. The three-
manual console is mounted on a hydraulic scissors lift for
better viewing of organists during their solo work. The lift
is also used in concert presentations, similar to theatre solo

( Continued
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Saturday morning,Sept. 22nd, a big North American Van is
backed into position for unloading. Overflowing, blower
parts and wind line were strapped to the back. Ken Crome
Steve Hansen and Dick Schroeder wait to unload van.

1

Ken Crome rolls part of Spencer blower away
from van into dining area to be assembled at
later time. Unloading process required better
part of day during placement of individual
parts in areas where they would be readily a-
vailable for the job of installing the Wurlitzer
in the pizza parlor.



CUSTOM SWELL SHADES go wheeling freely toward the
building with Ken Crome, Steve Hansen,Ed Corey and van
driver supplying motive power. It was one of four unloaded.

a

CTki to ^ CONSTRUCTION CREW build rarap to move piano and organ console

SP^ECIFICATIONS HIGH CR OME—Tust like an ancfel. Ken Crome is nerched upHIGH CROME—Just like an angel, Ken Crome is perched up

CHARLIE BALOGH,Roaring 20's
Musical Director, dons blue jeans
and helps unpack Brass Trumpets;

spots during the golden era of pipe
organs in movie palaces.

A main Spencer Orgoblo of
seven and one-half horsepower is
the primary source of wind for the
organ, and a one horsepower step-
up blower is also employed for the
high pressure pipes on 20 and 25-
inch wind pressures,

*Peterson Solid State*

Electro-pneumatic throughout
with the exception of Ihe combin
ation action rel^ which has been
replaced with a Peterson solid-
state unit, this addition unit con-

Wurlitzer Three Manual, 27 Rks.
Main Chamber (Left Side)

Oboe Horn,Concert Flute,Viol
Celestes (two ranks), Orchestral
Oboe, Open Diapason, Clarinet,
Vox Humana,Quintadena, Tibia
Clausa, English Horn.
Solo Chamber (Right Side)
KinuTa,Voix Celeste, Salicional,
Brass Trumpet, Xylophone #1,
Glockenspiel, Vox Humana,
Brass Saxaphone,Tibia Clausa,
Tuba Mirabilis (25"wp), Post
Horn (20" wp), 16' Wood Dia-
phone (25" wp).
Left Ceiling
Marimba-Harp, Trap Section #1,
Chrysoglott, Chinese Gong
Alcove just above console
Piano, 4' Principal, III Mixture
(three ranks)
R ight Ceiling
Tuned SleigHDells, Xylophone

—(Continued )

30 feet during installation of harp. Wings would have helpei

1980
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DICK SCHROEDER at work in cable entry pit in relay room.
He stands in front of junction baord and rectifier; one of the
five rela^ is seen in back of him. The organ has seven 16'
ranks——Tibia, Wood Diaphone.Metal Diaphone, Wood Vio-
lone, Bourdon, Tuba Horn and Post Horn. The Solo Post Horn
is a new stop built by Trivo.



<ial

Lyn Larsen in almost unheard of garb on opening night
in blue jeans (few people suspected he owned a pair).
Larsen's 'know-how' on final regulation was put to use

Lest there be any doubt about the make of instru- Roaring 20's.WURLITZER FOREVER Lest there be any doubt about the make of instru
ment they are hearing, the Roaring 20's Pizza Parlor embazoned the name
Wurlitzer—in its best trade mark fashion—on the organ piano mounted a
hove dre console in its alcove, immediately behind the 4'Principal and
three-rank Mixture.

IMPORTANT LISTENERS—Ron Walls (owner),Ed Corey (maintainer),
and Ken Chrome (builder) sit down on the 23td night following the
start of installation to hear the finsihed 3/27 Wurlitzer play.

—photo by Tom Remington

LAST-MINUTE POINTERS Ken Crome,back to camera,
gives Organists David Russell, seated at console, and Rob
Richards last-minute advice about various aspects of the
Wurlitzer.

SPECIFICATIONS ■continued

EXTRA FANCY FANFARE is provided by this Trompette en Chamade set
built for the Roaring 20's by Trivo. The same firm also furnished the
Brass Saxaphone, Solo Post Horn for the same organ. The high flying en
Chamade rank is mounted on the back wall of the restaurant.

Back Wall Trompette en Chamade
Right Wall
16', 8' Tibia Clausa, 16' Violone, Cathedral Chimes.
Trap Section I (left comer)
Bass Drum, Snare Drum, Kettle Drum, Conga Drum,
Bongo Drums, Crash Cymbal.
Trap Section II (front of main chamber)
Tap Cymbal, Tambourine, Finger Cymbals.
Toy Counter
Train Whistle, Castanets, Wood Block,Triangle,Tele
phone bell, Brush Cymbal, Klaxon Horn, Horses Hooves
and Fire Gong.
(The 4' Principal and III Mixture were built by Organ
Supply for the Roaring 20's organ).

Organist Rob Richards came to the Roaring 20's from
Organ Stop Pizza in Phoenix, He has performed on stage

and television, and has been a
student of piano and organ since

he was named winner of the
Liberace Foundation Keyboard
competition and appeared as a

July 1980 featured performer in the Lib-*  (Continued on Page 16)
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P. SOUND PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION FOR SILENTS (and concerts)-—In the two photos reproduced above can be seen some ot tne
work already completed on the Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ installation in the Oakland Paramount Theatre. At left is the wall for
the swell shades controling volume from the main chamber into the auditorium. The full complement of shades promises that all
sounds will get out of the chamber. At right is a view of the reservoirs, and wind lines under the chests in the solo chamber. The'
organ is tentatively scheduled to be opened on the theatre's anniversary in December. Also, a famous organist is considering a
great New ifear's Eve bash that should be a complete sell-out if it can be arranged.

"needler and sklenar TAKING ACTION " PRESIDENCY STAYS IN' NATIONAL'S BACK
unwarranted accustations of nTcS and SmS YARD AS POTOMAC;, MAN NAMED TO SPOT
tation of the advertisement. _ _ Again this year, another Potomac Valley Chapter man has been

Richard Sklenar advised The Console of his action in a letter Uamed to the presidency of ATOS N ational. He is RichardR.
written July 6th. It explains the total situation and the redress he daight, who apparently has established the fact that he is well
demands: _ _ satisfied with the organization as it is. He was the champion for

"I have today written to Doug Bailey to protest his letter to AT-the status quo group at the 1979 representatives and general meet-
OS members entitled "Save Our Society" I think that Mr. Bailey, ingg held during the Los Angeles Convention. In May, -979 he an-
either deliberately or accidentally, misrepresents me and my po-s^vvered a letter sent out by Timothy S. Needier outling. his ideas
sitions toward ATOS. Since I am a candidate for ATOS director about problems confronting national with little else but accusations
and since he seems to be quoting my ad in the April/May Theatre against Needier and instead of admitting that Needier had every
Organ (even though innaccurately, i felt a reply was necessary, eight to raise questions, Haight said, in part, "Quite frankly, if

"In my letter to Mr. Bailey, I point out that open discussion is you are so unhappy witii the way things are done in ATOS, why
healtliy m any organization, but that_discussion must be rational don't you simply resign?"
and logical. I do not believe Mr. Bailey's letter was either ration- With Haight in office, even though the top spot does not have
al or logical. Because of that and because of its widespread distri-executive power, being only an official greeter type job, it is an
bution, 1 think it did a great disservice to ATOS, as well as to me indication of the general feeling of national people—if members
al or logical. Because of that and because of its widespread distri
bution, 1 think it did a great disservice to ATOS, as well as to m< indication of the general feeling of national people—if members
personally.

"in my letter I have asked Mr.Bailey to answer a number of
questions which his letter has raised. Among those questions are;
where have I ever stated that I want to'change its (ATOS) purpos
es and goals'"? What are my'selfish ends'? When have I ever
made 'constant mis-representations and vicious personal attacks
on the officers and directors'? I have challenged Mr. Bailey to
tell me where I have done these things. His reply (if he has the
integrity to do so) will be interesting since I have never done any
of the things listed above.

-
are not satisfied with the way things are being run, get out! No
one should question the operation.

• written in the same tone as the one he wrote to Bailey and conclud
es "Your editorial is a disservice to ATOS and an irresponsible
use of your power to the detriment of the society. Not conecting
yourself would be even more irresponsible."

*Beaudry Scores Words On Bylaw Revision*
LA Chairman Ralph Beaudry took Theatre Organ Editor George

Thompson to task for his reference to the club bylaws in Ihe edit-
" S ince Mr. Bailey apparently has some trouble understanding my ^jjg june/July issue of the magazine: " First...

I have also noted the^ following. I never proposed a paid staff v>fho wrote the Editorial? I would suppose you did but I find itwho wrote the Editorial? I would suppose you did but I find it
for Theatre Organ magazine as Mr. Bailey misrepresents. It has al
ready a paid staff, as the $5,000 'contract fee' listed in the re
cent budget indicates. ATOS has already set the precedent to pay
a staff. I have carried that idea to its logical conclusion by saying
we should have a paid professional staff. If we are going to pay
someone to do the job, why not pay someone who is trained to do
do it, not an amateur. In his letter Mr. Bailey says (Misquoting
my ad) that the only way to finance 'a museum and other nicet
ies' is 'by a big increase in National dues'. Anyone who reads and
understands English can see that my ad said a paid professional
and administrative staff should be financed by increased member-
ships, NOT by increased dues. With 20,000 members we could
welT^afford to be the "Society" which our name claims to be.

"I further requested that Mr. Bailey apologize to me, that he
send a letter to all who were mailed his May 26 letter indicating
that he had misrepresented my positions concerning ATOS, and
that he make available to me a list of these who donated to mail
his letter so that I might request an apology from them and indi- discussin
cate directly to them my displeasure with their anonymity, anoth- T'
er disservice to ATOS. 1 work on

discussin

hard to believe that is your phraseology. It should have been sign
ed. Did the National Board know of or approve this Editorial be
fore it was published? What bothers me is that if you did write
it, who gave you permission to assume to pass judgement on the
work of the National By-Laws Revision Committee?"

*Needler Requests His Letter Be Published*
Timothy S. Needier also wrote Thompson in regards to the edit

orial and requested it be published. If the letter is not printed in
the next issue of Theatre Organ, it will appear in The Console.
MUSIC DEALER OFFERS T. O. STYLING AND REGISTRATION

Piano and Organ Dealer John Nelson, who has two stores, one in
San Rafael and one in Sacramento,California, has instituted in
both stores theatre organ styling and registration classes free of
charge. The classes ate so popular that people are driving as far
as 60 miles to attend them each week.

A new song is introduced the first of the month and time is spent

"I presume Mr. Bailey to be a man of integrity, and that he has
the best interest of ATOS at heart. Locgic and courtesy demand
that he reply to my requests.

"I await his reply," /s/RichardJ. Sklenar
*SkIenar Also Writes Thompson*

Another uncalled for attack on the two men, an
editorial written by Editor George Thompson, that ap-
peared in the same issue, has prompted letters from
both Needier and Sklenar. The letter by Sklenar is July

g it fully and showing how to play it, ccrre'ctly, line by
line. The middle of the month is review-—after two weeks to
work on the song, questions that have arisen are answered and the
arrangement is fully discussed again. Finally, the music is pre
sented complete with introduction, endings and detailed registra
tion. To benefit from the class, students should be able to read_
^^■■■1 single note melody; know how to form basic left-hand

chords; and know how to play basic pedal rhythms.
k.^Pn| Nelson noted the popularity of the classes has been

overwhelmingly successful. -The San Rafael classes
^55^2 held on the 1st and 3rd Wednesday evenings at

1980 7:45, Sacramento classes meet on the 2nd and 4thThursdays. 'Everyone is welcome" Nelson said.



Try It
This Way
by Ray Sawyer

Ml IMRFR \A TR TTTOM part two aid-Examiner published an editorial, "Old BuildingsIMUIVidLK 14- TRANSPOSITION PAR! TWO Never Die" and noted that City Councilman John
If one has been following my previous insertions relating to the Ferrato was instrumental in helping to save the big

business of self-improvement while at the key-desk, the last column material showhoiase from demolition. .. we'll ask Ferraro
got into the topic of transposition. Off the top of one's head, this is something to, please, take a bow. Treating the past with sensa-
ftiat normally takes much time and work with a suitable teacher, the better to tivity and kindness does the present good that will
accomplish the task with personal discussion etc. It follows that results from last into the future. "accomplish the task with personal discussion etc. It follows that results from last into the future. "

WILTERN PROPERTY BOUGHT BY
DEVELOPER;, WANTS IDEAS FOR
FUTURE USE OF ART DECO HOUSE

Los Angeles' internationally famous Wiltern Thea
tre seems safe once again from the wrecker's ball.
Local newspapers, radio stations and television sta
tions trumpeted the purchase of the theatre, office
building and large full block of land to the Ratkovich
Bowers, Inc., real estate developers for less than the
advertised selling price of $7, 740, GOO. The same
firm also recently purchased and has spent consider
able money on restoration of the James Oviatt Build
ing in downtown Los Angeles, another architectural
gem of the art deco era.

Publicity of the sale was widespread—^national
dissemination was in regular news media and the
issue of Daily Variety, showman's trade paper.

In addition to news release^ the Los Angeles Her
ald-Examiner published an editorial, "Old Buildings
Never Die" and noted that City Councilman John
Ferraro was instrumental in helping to save the big
showhouse from demolition. .. we'll ask Ferraro

the current pages may be fully satisfactory YET if one absorbs the ideas and puts Sale of the famed theatre property was announced
them to practice, TRANSPOSITION maybe discovered less complex. Granted Thursday, July 17. Reference was made to the fact
there are several schools of thought in this matter, I believe you will find this that from 1933 to 1979 the theatre housed "the
the easiest to assimilate, porividing you give it a chance. world's second largest pipe organ" (and then added i

Part One of the current topic dealt with how to relocate the melody line incorrectly, that Ae organ is now stored at the Holly-
while using "By tlie numbers" etc. This portion of chord-finding rquires intimate wood Pantages Theatre.
knowledge of the familiar Cycle of Chords or Keys, however you wish to call it! ; ;
As I have mentioned before, one must employ the design or pattern of this with piracies take a while, sometimes, but the pleasure
flats to the right of center and sharps to the left. of self-discovery, the ability to do something here-

Also, as with the first part of Transposition, let us again employ the old fam- to-fore considered impossible or nearly so, will do
With a littleiliarWHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING, largely following the plan that with ab

sorbing the plan thus presented and applying it to a familiar tune, the student
may open a door to the usually difficult job of Transposition AND apply it to
any tune required.
Now, with the tune selected as noted above, in the Key of C, the chords be

gin wim C major, then G7, then back to C again. To transpose the tune to Eb,
as we did last month, the root chord will be STdj G7 is the first chord counter
clockwise, obviously. Moving you attention to the new root-key, the first chor
counter-clockwise is Bb. Thus your second chord is Bb7. The fifth measure in
the original key is the chord of F. On the wheel F is the first position clock
wise. The first position clockwise to the new root-key is Ab, thus F becomess Ab, thus F becomes

know?

MOVE UNDER WAY TO SAVE THEATRES
IN PALO ALTO,GAL I P., AND ALSO IN
pLENSlDE,PENNA;ilBOTH-.HAD ORGANS

In Palo Alto,California, the college town for the
itanford University, has an active group, Stanford
Community Theatre Foundation working to save the

the chord of D7 is foundl 1925-built Stanford Theatre. The group deisres toAb. Let's skip a few bars to hwere, in the original key, the chord of D7 is foundl 1925-built Stanford Theatre. The group deasres to
AND is found to be two places counter-clockwise. Two places counter-clock- create a balcony theatre of 350 to cut down the
wise in the new key is F7, thus D7 becomes F7. Naturally the following chord, overall 1, 300 seating capacity, pliis creation of an-
G7, becomes Bb7. Most of the balance of the tune is a repitition of earlier other small theatre and restaurant/bar on the mezz-
measures and chords until we get to the last few bars when we encounter F, F- anine. Northern California Chapter ATOS hopes to
minor C, etc. As you have discovered F has become Ab, thus we have Ab,Ab- acquire the former San Francisco Orpheum Theatre
minor, Eb, and closing, F7, Bb7,Eb. It is suggested that, in any case and with four-manual Robert-Morton pipe otyan and possibly
any tune chosen to practice the business of Transposition, learn one hand at a erect it in the -chamber space originally housing a
time, normally the melody first, THEN, discover where the chords must fall three-manual Smith organ now owned by Harvey
and then put them together. With one song under your belt, no matter what yo,aHeck, who has it installed in his Agoura, Calif, resi-
choose to work with, the second one will be much simpler. With the continued dence.
use of "By the numbers" as well as the relation of keys (chords in these keys) yoU By July 1st, the Glenside Landmarks Society, Inc.,
should develop an understanding of this fascinating part of playing the organ. ! -was required to raise $12,000 to abort a demolition

An example of how to locate chords FROM the notes in the melody is found order on the beautiful Keswixk Theatre, a 1, 200-
in the "HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONGV Regardless of what key your copy may seat house, in Glenside,Pennsylvania. Information
be in, try to play it in Ab, while using the above method of locating new -was not received by press time concerning the suc-
chords. Now in the bridge, the melody takes on the characteristics of an arpeg- cess of raisingthe funch. The tiieatre was original-
gio, indicating very well the notes in the chords. Watch for other Instances of ly equippped with, it is believed, one of the tew
this type, the better to "hear" what correct chords are indicated. Another pop theatre-built AEolian pipe organs. According to
tune with similar situations is "STARDUST" Most frequently found written in W. Charles Schrader, an offer of the hybrid 3m/llr
C, the tune plays well in either Ab or Db. After you have learned where the .. ̂  hybrid organ formerly in the Lansdale,Pa., theatre
melody lies, the business of ohording will be found relatively easy while merely has been offered to ATOS members at a reasonable
checking what notes are played IN a given measure, in this manner indicating price if they should wish to install it in the Keswick
the chords to be played. should the building become a performing arts cent-

Another suitable tune to pracitce with is "INDIAN LOVE CALL", usually found er. Schrader is president of the group trying to save
in the key of F. One should be rewarded with some pleasure as an example: plaV the theatre.

Another suitable tune to pracitce with is "INDIAN LOVE CALL", usually found er. Schrader is president of the group trying to save
in the key of F. One should be rewarded with some pleasure as an example; plajr the theatre,
the tune in Eb. First of all, you know how to locate the starting notes or notes. I paMniT's nR r.antst /TF AOHFR ̂.nFSTGW.R AT
The short passage preceding the double bar doesn't require any chord, conse - I FAMOUS ORGANIST/TEACHER7DESIGNER AT

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEAD AT 88quently we begin with the first chord indicated. In the original key of F, this
first chord is C7, modulating to the root chord of F major. Thinking in the key
of Eb, the first chord will be the first place counter-clockwise on the wheel, or
Bb7, then back to Eb. In F, the third phrase goes to A7, or four places counter-

Harold Gleason,who was George Eastman's per
sonal organist, head of the Eastman School of Mu
sic from its opening in 1921 to his retirement in

clockwise. In your new key of Eb, four places counter-cloclwise is G7. Follow- 1955, died June 28th in La Jolla,Calif. He was
i Bom in Jeffersonng the recognized rule that all chords must be played through to arrive back at
the initial root key, in this case Eb, your second chord following G7 will be C-
minor, then F7, followed by F-minor, the Bb7, etc. Sometimes the
minor may be changed to Db9, if you prefer that particu-P=Z^^S

K these tunes may not appeal to you, select several ' I
that are easy, that may not contain too many notes or
that may not be suitable in ballad tempo and proceed on
your own. Miracles (Concluded, Next column)

Drevious F-

, Ohio, he grew up and was school
ed in Pasadena, Calif. In May^l919 he was employ
ed by George Eastman to give private recitals. Dur
ing his association with Eastman, the famous mag
nate, one morning at breakfast, said to Gleason—
that he wanted to build the finest theatre and school
widi Ihe finest organ department in the world and
asked Gleason to design all the organs. Gleason
at first protested (Continued on Page 16)



CALIFORNIA TRANSPLANT—Robert Alder, who was well-known in
Southern California theatre organ circles before he "went to sea" is
pictured at the console of the R obert-Morton organ in the Waikiki
Theatre No. 3 (which was destined to be razed several months ago)
during a recent concert he played there for Aloha Chapter ATOS.

L.A.ORGANMAN WINDS 22-RANK-. ORGAN IN
PIZZA. PARLOR WITHIN ONE WEEK SCHEDULE
Los Angeles Organman Ken Crome,who is becoming known as

something of a genius with pizza parlor pipe organ installations,
set a record for completely winding a 22-rank Wurlitzer and its
percussions within one week. During the late part of this month,
Crome flew to Royal Oak,Michigan, where Henry Hunt is open
ing a new pizza parlor. Hunt purchased the Detroit United Art
ists' Style 260 Wurlitzer several years ago and has it in the new
food palace.

Working on a tight schedule, Crome finished the job with a
scant 15-minute leeway to reach the local airport and get his
scheduled flight for Los Angeles.
He returns early in August to set tremulants, regulate the or

gan and do all finish work so the pizza parlor can open on its
advertised date.

BIG THREE AND NEWCOMER TO PLAY SILENTS SERIES
Silent film presentations with electronic organ accompani

ment return to California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech)
starting August 26th- and will have, a series of four shows in
Beckman Auditorium. Three leading console artists—Gay-
lord Carter, Del Castillo and Ann Leaf,—and a newcomei^ who
is a student of Carter's, Robert Israel, are featured.

Carter opens the series August 26th at 8pm with "The Mark
of Zotro". Del Castillo will accompany "The Vanishing Ameri
can" on September 9th (8pm), and 'Newsreels of the 20's".
Robert Israel plays "The Phantom of the Opera" and several
short subjects, Sept. 23rd. Ann Leaf closes the series Oct. 14th
with "Steamboat Bill'i a comedy, "Lizzies of the Field" and
Pathe News,

Tickets for the series is $15, individual petfroance tickets
Alder, who was a student of Gaylord Carter in the study of silent film are $4. 50 each. Free parking is available.
accompaniment, was staff organist from 1973 to 1978 on Pacific Far
East Line's S.S. Monterey. He finally ended up cut where the liv
ing is what most people dream of—in Hawaii. He is Hawaii's ser
vice representative for the Allen Organ Company. Evenings he plays
piano with the Alice Fredlund Trio at the Hawaiian Regent Hotel.

—photo by Albert Wright ,
ROARING 20's PIZZA PARLOR INSTALLATION I HAR

-—continued from page 13 he w
HAR

TY WOODWARD MOVING TO SAN FRANCISCO

Ty Woodward, young organist who has been gaining popular
ity in the Los Angeles area for both his classical and theatre
styles of playing, will move to San Francisco Sept. 23rd. He
has accepted a church position in Northern California.

OLD GLEASON DIES —continued from page 15
he was inexperienced and didn't feel qualified. Eastman's answer
to this was a mere statement—"Let's do it, Harold." The resultserace show at Symphony Hall in Phoenix. Several years ago he to this was a mere statement—"Let's do it, Harold." The results

was an enthusiastic accompanist of silent films and appeared in of that conversation produced to world-famous Eastman School of
several theatres and opera houses in South Dakota. He is plann- Music. Gleason had studied engineering at California Institute of
ing to produce an album at the Roaring 20's. Technology; he studied organ in Paris and Germany and was, despite
Dave Russell is a native of Grand Rapids and is well known his reluctance to design organs and build the school into its famous

to Ron Walls—at age 13 he began studying electronic organ position, well qualified. He designed all the organ for the Eastman
with die owner of the new pizza parlor. After graduating from project, including the huge classic Austin for the Eastman Theatre,
high school, he studied music and music theory at Grand Valley He is survived by four sons from a previous marriage to Catharine
State College. Since the opening of the Roaring 20's, Dave Crozier Gleason of Rochester, 15 grandchildren and Siree great-
has been studying theatre organ with Charlie Balogh, Musical grandchildren.
Director of the musical restaurant chain. _ . . , _ _
The new food emporium is open every day and the organ is CALIFORNIA ORGANIST IN CHANGE OF PLANS

PLAYING MIDWEST PIZZA PARLOR ORGANS
TT A-D nic r-T TTT? r at t topt? Brown, young Southern California organist whom, it had been

Tic reported in another organ journal, was already situated in a new piz-Organist Ray Savsrp IS playing the calliope that his son de- zaT,arlor playing position, has ac^ised The Console that the job is
signed for Harold s Club, m Reno,Nevand, during the Summer waiting because the Roaring 20s pizza parlor in Kalamazoo,

cons»ultion. to have opened iete

Savtyel's plans to record a theatre pipe organ for an rfbum Cooke7L^JuV^2tth''to''mlet lith^Don S?e™fCo™"

be brought up to full playing condition before any recording
work can be started.

DAVID

HAMILTON
**«■««««**«**««*

International
Concert Artist

For concert dates,
contact at i

1560 No. Sandburg Terrace I
Apt. 3108 I

Chicago, Illinois 60610 I
(312) 944-3833

ing the new establishment which will be housing a 3/25 Wurlitzer
pipe organ featuring the latest in multiplex systems including an au
tomated toy counter. Ken Crome, of Crome Organ Company,Los
Angeles, will make the installation.

"I will then be leaving August 30th to commence my employ
ment as senior organist as of September 1st," Brown explained,

*Plays Benefit Concert For Orange County Club*
On June 8th, John Brown played a special fund raising concert for

the Orange County Organ Society at St. Luke's Lutheran Church in
Garden Grove. This was the first instrument restored by the Society
and the first money raising event the group has sponsored to obtain
money for the thsttre organ restoration projects now underway in
in Santa Ana and Anaheim high school auditoriums.
ORANGE COIMY ORGAN SOCIETY NOW ON ANOTHER JOB

Starting Saturday, July 26th, from 10am to 3pm weekly, the
Orange County Organ Society will commence restoration work on
,the Robert-Morton theatre organ installed in the Anaheim High

School, it was announced in the club's July
Posdiom News. The school is locat-

ed on Lincoln Avenue, between Harbor Blvd.
and the Santa Ana Freeway in Anaheim. On
Monday and Wednesday nights the society-

July 1980 works on the Santa Ana High School organ.



PALMY DAYS OF ESTEY—President William Howard Taft dedicates the McKiii-
ley Memorial Estey organ at the Metropolitan Temple in New York City,Dec.l^
1908. On the platform with him is Vice President Sherman and Andrew Carneg
ie, who made a large contribution to the organ fund. Carnegie was an early-day
organ buff and was responsible for donating a great many pipe organs. The old
19th century tracker organ still burps in the gallery at left. —Jim Lewis photo

ORGAN FiRM BU I U3S NEW INSTRUMENT; HERBTOOC
REPLACES PREVIOUS ONE THEY BUILT j in recent montl
Schoenstein & Company, San Francisco, has completed a of midwest organi

two-manual, 18-. rank organ for the historic St. Francis of had the organist ii
Assisi Church in San Francisco. Founded in 1849, with the | John C. Scott, c
present building dating from 1856, this is the first Roman for 22 years at WF
Catholic Parijli Church in California after the "Mission Eral' playing the 4/18 ]Catholic Parish. Church in California after the "Mission trai' playing the 4/ is K

ilklCHMOND CLUB STILL TRYING TO
GET ATOS CHARTER TO FORM UNIT

Richmond, Virginia organ buffs haven't given up
their struggle to obtain a charter for an ATOS chap
ter in the leading theatre organ town of the U. S.
For several years efforts have been made to get
an okay from Potomac Valley Chapter in the
Washington, D. C. area, over 100 miles north, to
sanction the granting a charter to this region which
is still in the territory governed by that unit. The
distance and high cost of travel has all but stopped
Richmond members of Potomac from attending

It was disclosed in the Richmond Organ Enthus
iasts Club Newsletter of July 15th that ATOS Nat
ional Vice President Lois Segur has taken an inter
est in the matter. David Bamett,Richmond club
president, reported that on July 5th, he had receiv
ed a rather "terse note from" Erwin A. Young,AT
OS national treasurer, who attached a copy of an
ATOS resolution regarding chapters dated in 1973.

"Unfortunately, Mr. Young did not answer specif
ic questions asked, which concern obtaining a list
ing of ATOS members in our area and information
about chapter territorial designations^' the article

Barnett wrote Young again on July 6th re-sub
mitting the questions of his original letter of April

^  ̂ " LA BUFFS"GO TO CATALINA NEXT ̂ AR
?  , r, A proposed trip to Santa Catalina Island to hear

the Page organ in the Casino Theatre has beenn r w am g- postponed until early next year. The organ is still
was an early-day restoration before it can be heard in a

3rgans._ ine ow silent movie and concert presentation, it was dis-
nl.ewis photo ^

HERB IE KOCH IS STILL INiTHE NEVIS I
In recent months there has been an active interest shown in the life

of midwest organist Herbie Koch. The most recent published reports
had the organist in a carillonneur position for the State of Georgia.
John C. Scott, of Cincinnati. Ohio, sent word that Koch was organist

for 22 years at WdAS, Louisville, Ky., appearing on both radio and TV
playing the 4/18 Kilgen which he designed for the station. He wasiigen which he designed for the station, tie was

Father James Aylwaid, Director of the Archdiocesan Ministr>'; billed as "The South's Leading Organist" in the late '40's and '50's.
of Worship, Art and Music played die dedication concert on Scott noted also that a biographical "profile" was published in the ATOE
March 9, 1980. Tibia magazine, Fall 1956 issue. "It would, I am sure, be of interest to
of Worship, Art and Music played die dedication concert on Scott noted also that a biographical "profile" •
March 9, 1980. Tibia magazine, Fall 1956 issue. "It would, I
The new organ incorporates die case and portions of an some of your readers," Scottsaid,

instrument built by Schoenstein in 1926. Four generations of "The WHAS Kilgen was used occasionally for a few years after Herb
the organ family have taken part in the project. Louis, who left, and at last report was installed in a convention/sports center com-
recently authored "Memoires of a San Francisco Organbuild- plex after being donated by the station," Scott advised.
er, designed the original organ under supervision of his fath- Michael Detroy, also of Cincinnati, sent information that Koch re-
er, Felix F. , founder of the firm. Louis' son Lawrence and corded the WHAS Kilgen at least once, "He certainly made one 78rpm
his son Terrence desifrped and completed the present organ, record on the organ. I have a copy. He may have produced others, but

lAf ATT Arv <;TTrrFPnc: mptt to riTm P05T ^ information about them if he did," Detroy said. He alsoSUCCEEDS NEIL KISSEL IN CLUB FOS1 ^ residency in Louisville (from 1964 to 1969) he
Don Wallace, the first chairaian ^ngel^es ̂  attended a dedication recital played by KocL on a new Church Bald-

under its re-activation in 1961, has accepted chairmanship . ^ '
of programming for the club. He succeeds Neil Kissel, who Wnrb WpII inrl Alive Toflav*wJnl^ed crew chief of the Sen Gabriel Civic iSfrnl^fc "wte^e
Wurliteet organ and relinquished the p^^^^ post to devote ^ Gv^ha.m sent the following letter:

to secure concert you Low th^^^^^^ is, end has feeu for
dates to play for LA ATOS are requested to contact Wal^ce. nj jj^ve had the pleasure of visiting in his h(
His address: 2736 Hollyxidge Drive, Hollywood,Calii. yuuoo. thorouphlv eniovin!? his larve and voluminous

On July 1st, The Console learned the whereabouts of Heibie Koch
today. Neil Graham sent the following letter: "I am happy to let
you know that Herie Koch is, and has been for a few years, a resident
of our retirement city.
"I have had the pleasure of visiting in his home a number of times,

thoroughly enjoying his large and voluminous scrap books and 'memor

Lew Williams, young concert star who is gaining great
popularity in the theatre organ world, will be presented in
concert by Los Angeles Chapter ATOS on September 28th,
was announced this month.

GrEORGI?^j^^|^ In
WRIGHT W Concert

FOR CONCERT INFORMATION AND AVAILABILITY CONTACT;

J. NELSON MANAGEMENT

900 ANDERSEN DRIVE
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 94901

(415) 457-2055

abilia'. We have enjoyed a number of his fine concerts in and around
this area." The retirement location is Del Webb's Sun Git}', Arizona.

According to Graham, Koch has ample opportunity to play. "In our
population of around 49,000 we have two very active organ clubs, each
with over 500 members. Each has a monthly (except July and August)
meeting with a professional organist in concert. Some artists have
dra^vn over 1100 to 120O residents. Some artists also play in the open
air "Sun Bowl" which has attracted residents by the thousands," he
added.

RESTORATION OF THEATRE GETS BIG TOURIST PLAY
BARABOO,WISC,—Touring the A1 Ringling Theatre is almost as big a
business as die exhibition of motion pictures in this elaborate movie
palace that was designed by Rapp & Rapp many years ago. During the
years 1978-1980, the theatre was completely restored to its original
elegance through lire generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Mudd. Touts
were arranged for Monday, Wednesday and Friday each week at 9:45,
but the morning ogling sessions have become so heavy that tours are

^ being made two and three times extra each day.
Many tour buses come from other cities for the
inspection. Opened in 1915, the house had an
original Hope-Jones Wurlitzer organ. Itwasre-
Maced in 1928 by a three-manual Barton organ.

iQon The anditcxium is a 1/3 scale of Versailles fav-
il.oi.X isH opera house.



^  brings you a super new

record by DON THOMPSON, called

TOCCATA!

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN BORED AT AN ORGAN

RECITAL UNTIL THE ORGANIST REALLY

WOKE YOU UP BY PLAYING AN EXCITING
TOCCATA?

HAVE YOU EVER LOOKED IN VAIN FOR A

RECORD WHICH FEATURED MORE THAN ONE

SUCH PIECE?

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER! THERE ARE NO FEW
ER THAN EIGHT TOCCATA-STYLE PIECES ON

THIS RECORDING!

DON THOMPSON is one of the very few organists {only two
or three in the world) capable of playing popular and concert
music equally well. Dramatic, showy pieces such as toccatas
really need a theatrically-minded organist to do them justice
and Mr. Thompson is such a musician. Years of touring the
great concert venues all over the world have given him an un
canny ability to bring out the best in the music he plays and
to coax some previously unheard sounds from great instru
ments. Of course, however fiery and exciting the performance
may be, an unrelieved diet of toccatas could become mono
tonous and so a few lighter romantic pieces have also been in
troduced on this recording to achieve a satisfactory balance.
Don Thompson is best known for his highly-publicized con
certs on famous theatre organs, and as Canada's most popular
resident musician. Half a million people make the journey and
stand in line to hear and see him at The Organ Grinder every
year.

Less well-known is the fact that he performs in concert each

year at St. Paul's or St. James' in Toronto, and the items on
this recording are taken from those performances.

SIDE ONE ST. PAUL'S CHURCH

The Four Manual/137 rank organ in St. Paul's Church is by
Casavant Freres, with reeds by W.G. Jones, Frank Wesson
and Harrison and Harrison of England. The organ was opened
by Healey Willan on April 29, 1914. The organ was tonally
re-designed and a new console added in 1956. In addition to
the 115 stops there are over 100 additional controls such as
couplers and pistons. The pipes for pedal, great and swell are
on the east side of the chancel, for the choir, orchestral and
tuba on the west side of the chancel, and the echo organ is in
the gallery at the north end of the large church, over 150
feet away from the organist.

Composer Duration

J.S. Bach 2:44
E. Gigout 2:57
C. Debussy 4:40
G. Edmundson 3:55
M.Mussorgsky 4:14
E. Satie 2:20

Toccata in D Minor
Toccata In B Minor

Arabesque 1
Toccata-Von Himmel Hoch
Great Gate of Kiev
Gymnopedie 3

SIDE TWO ST. JAMES'CATHEDRAL

The four-manual, 97 rank, 5700-pipe organ in St. James'
Cathedral was built in 1888 by S.P. Warren at a cost of
$10,000. It was extensively re-built in 1916, 1936 and 1967
by Casavant, the last re-build under the careful guidance of the
then organist Norman Hurrle. The fanfare trumpet (en
chamade) was installed in 1967 and the new console (by
Walker) in 1979. The pipes are located East and West of the
chancel and over the South door, with the trumpets pointing
down the nave.

Toccata in F

Toccata — Carillon
Trio in a Style of Bach
(Alles was du bist)
Cantata 79

(Now thank we all our God) err.
Toccata from Suite Gothique
Clair de Lune

Composer Duration

C.M.Widor 4
H. Murrill 1

Nalie/Kern 2

J.S. Bach 3:41

V. Fox

L. Boellman 3:18

C. Debussy 5:50

Available from 10 Gifford Street,Toronto,
Ontario MSA 3J1 P^ice $7.50 POSt paid



A FUTURE RECORDING CONSOLE—The modeme console shell
pictured above reposes in the studio workshop of Robert Trousdale
at Santa Ana, California. It is the makings of the console for
George Wright, Ordered through Devtronix, the shell was brought
to Trousdale for outfitting and will be a highly complex control
center for the Wright theatre pipe organ. Trcuf-dcle, who is an
electronics genius, has designed for 'Wright many features that it
is virtually impossible to obtain anywhere else.

LUBICH HAS THREE ALBUMS TO CREDIT
In answer to an inquiry from a Console Subcriber, Warren Lub-

ich, popular San Francisco theatre organist was asked to list the
recordings he has produced-^Doric Records, the firm that releas
ed his first albums has never forwarded The Console information
about their product and consequently Lubich's records were never
publicized.

In 1976 he had his first release "On The Avenue", Doric 1410,
which was recorded on the 3/14 Wurlitzer in the Avenue Theatre
in San Francisco. This organ came from the State Lake Theatre
in Chicago.

This year he released "Warren's Way", Doric 1419. It was re -
corded on the 4/23 Wurlitzer (ex-Sth Avenue Theatre,Seattle) in
the Redwood City, Calif. Capn's Galley.

Just out is his latest, "Organasm',' a digital stereo release on
Sonic Arts label. Three organs are featured on this platter—the
Avenue Theatre and Redwood City Capn's Galley V/urlitzers and
a 4/56 Aeolian-Skinner residence organ. Lubich noted athat the
Sonic Arts release set up makes editing something of a job. It is
only possible to edit between songs and not within a selection.
Each tune has to be a clean take. "Organasm" was favorably re
viewed by Billboard magazine which is encouraging to me," he
said.

Sonic Arts is located at 655 Harrison St., San Francisco.
Lubich has another recording date set for album No, 4 some

time in September.
^Recording Sounds Fine Over FM*

Southern Californians had an opportunity to heat Lubich's art
istry on Tuesday evening, July 29th when Jim Ludwig played
selections from his records on the theatre organ radio show over
KLON-FM, 88.1. Lubich's style is well worth hearing and he
displays a talent that suggests he is an excellent concert artist.

ORGAN BUfTHAS IP RECORDS HE IS WILLING TO SELL
For record buffs who are looking for some of those rare long

play albums no longer in print, Don Keilhack, 7130 Waite Drive,
Apt. 6, La Mesa, Calif., 92041, has several that have become
collector's items. He has the Ray Shelly Detroit Fox Wurlitzer
album; Johnny Duffy's "Organ Holiday"; Foort's "Pipe Organ in a
Mosque'J "Pipes, Peaals and Fidelity" by Buddy Cole; "Matinee"
featuring Arsene Stegal at the Chicago Oriental Wurlitzer; Ashley
Miller's "Radio City Music Hall Organ'^ plus many other titles by
many of the well-known theatre organist. Prices and record list
are available from Keilhack.

HOME ORGAN FESTIVAL AT ASILOMAR SEPT. 9 THROUGH 13
Pacific Organ Council's Home Organ Festival, "Festival 80" is

scheduled to take place at Asilomar,Pacific Grove, ■
Calif., starting September 9th and continuing through
the 13th. Concerte, workshop?,,display of new elect - fcJ.-UiJ j
ronic organ models, and special programs will be teat-
ured during the run of the show. Reservations for this
annual event are almost mandatory since the event
is fully booked by the time it opens.

PANDl CARLEY SENDS EX-PRESIDENT FORD
m RECORD ALBUMS,RECEIVES ^THANK YOU'
Gerald R. Ford, ex-President of the United States, and Organist

Candi Carley became acquainted recently through Robert E. Hill,
Hollywood, Calif., organ buff, who knows the former president
through Ohio State University alumni activities. She subsequent
ly sent two of her record albums and received a warm note of ap
preciation from Mr. and Mrs. Ford.

It all started when Candi need arose for a piano player for the
alumni celebration and Candi filled in on a last-minute notice.

She was well received and as a result was engaged to play the
Aeolian pipe organ in Tournament House lie former Wrigley
Mansion that was given to the famed Tournament of Roses Assn.
in Pasadena, Calif, for its guests and general business work. That
was last February 5th, Gerald Ford was there. Later, Hill wrote
an article in the alumni newsletter and sent a marked copy to
Ford. The article was about Candi and mentioned she would be
playing a concert at San Gabriel Ciivic. On April 24th, Ford sent
Candi a note about the article and her concert. He noted the in
formation had reached him after her date at the Auditorium. He
congratulated her on her perserverance, because she is blind,
and wished her many years of enjoyment from her music.

Candi, in return, sent her two record albums, so Ford could
hear her. This brought another answer from Ford—"I am most
appreciative of your thoughtfulness in sending them for our enjoy
ment. .. and they are truly enjoyable. Mrs. Ford joins me in a
warm thank you," part of the note read.
Upon receipt of this letter, Candi called Hill to tell him about

the first letter she received, and also made the comment, "I had
never seen a Presidential Seal before!" (The note paper carries
the seal in embossed form—Ed).
RECORDS THIS MONTH

THOMPSONf GOES LONG-HAIR ON ONE,STAYS
POP STYLE ON! ANOTHER; ROM! RHODE'S NEW
MESA ORGAN STOP DISC SOUNDS EXCELLENT
Don Thompson displays dual talent this month in two releases

le now has out. Known for his 'British Brand' of playing (and he
is British, you know), Don's "Canadian Capers" is a collection of
3op tunes played in dance tempos similar to what goes on at the
;amous Tower Ballroom in Blackpool via its Wurlitzer. The music
IS played by Thompson is fully listenable and creates toe-tapping
conditions without making one aware of doing so. His music is
Light, bright and the kind that has been heard many time played
in motion picture theatres during intermission period. The album
is on Phonodisc label, PH-6004.
"Toccata! Don's other record goes classical and presents an

other facet of this artist's playing. The selections are well-known
classics that are presented in a slight theatrical flair but still in
their classical context. Two large classical instruments are used
and Thompson apparently is at home on the benches of these as he
is on theatee organ benches. Those who enjoy classical organ will
aot be disappointed hearing Don on this album. The album is a-
vailable 'from Pipe Organ Presentations, 10 Glfford St., Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, MSA 3J1.
"WHO?" Ron Rhodes, of course, with his latest album that has
been recorded on the Organ Stop Pizza Parlor Wurlitzer, Mesa, Ariz.
There's no doubt that everyone should enjoy Ron's style of playing.
He is creative in his arrangements, choice of registration and sel
ection of music for the latest album. His playing is excellent and
well worth hearing. Mesa's Wurlitzer v/as originally the 3/15 in
the Denver Theatre, Denver, Colorado. It is presently a 23-rank
instrument. Ron's album is OSP 105.

BILLY NALLE'S NEWEST will be released following Labor Day in
the Reader's Digest collection. It will be the disclie did twelve
years ago, half on the Plattsburgh, New York Strand Theatre Wur
litzer and half on the Detroit Theatre Organ Club Wurlitzer. The
new set is titled "The Mighty Theatre Organ Plays Golden Favor
ites" and is a 'garnished, elongated' version of the shorterer title
for the set earlier. Nalle also has one coming out on the WTO
label and it is due to be ready on the opening night of the ninth
Wichita Theatre Organ concert series, October 4th. Todate the
title hasn't been tacked onto it

VESTAL CATALOG LISTS THEATRE ORGAN RECORDS

Vestal Press has issued a small brochure catalog listing books
that are available — volumes on trains, cars, organs, pianos, making
musical minatures,etc. and a page th&t is devoted to pipe or
gan recordings. It is available on request by writing Vestal Press,

P.O. Box 97, 320 No. Jensen Road, Vestal,New York
13850. The brochure also features books on how to
repair old-time radios, restore musical boxes and build
a Seeburg Snare Drum Beater. The eight-page re-

I .lease is well packed with interesting items that should
1980 interest to theatre organ buffs.

NUMjiHiTimmu



MOST i^CCLAIMED TPIEATRE ORGAN
RECORDING in a decade,There Is On
ly One Billy Nalle',' on the incompar-
ble Wichita Wurlitzer. Alscy final press
ing of Bestseller "Big,Bold & Billy" on
LIU/NY Wurlitzer. Few remaining cop
ies of "Billy',' on Dick Weber Wurlitzer
(1964). Each above $7. 50 postpaid to
Billy Nalle Music, Suite 2205,400 West
Central Avenue, Wichita, Kansas 67203.

WURLITZER Pedal Pizzicato-1927-$300.
Two 3 Manual Style 235 Console coro-

/\¥\/^ A mi 1/71^TV A fvri MOLLER 2/7 THEATRE ORGAN

UKuANlZbD ADS
infomna?^' ' — percussions.' Console contains over 80
\ final nress- ORGAN-I2ED ADS INFORMATION Stop tabs including four couplers. Con-iBiUy-; on SSs'^^SiSl'^InstoS 's§m'S-
naining cop-
21 Wurlitzer erts Roa/* Caledonia Ohio 43314 or
postpaid to i^5isA^:;^::^C?fhpan by p«yrtt«flt - ii / 389-4380 ̂ ter finm
JOS, 400 West |:iwfe|;^ar^b;::fli::.25xbiljtsi,,w ^ ' E_!
ansas 67203. SMiTH HARMONIC Concert Flute, 8',
p-1927-$300. ■ $150; Man- 8 Colton 8' Concert Flute,
onsole com-' $iOO; Wicks Clarinet, 8', needs re
nd stop rails, $650. 16'Bourdon,$125. Morton Vox. clean, $125; Morton Vox, very
one, $450. Glockenspiel, $450. 8' Har- ® ^ console shell with bench and
9-nke Marimba, $550. Two Wurlit- pcdalboard, $200; Link 12-note offset Diapason chest, $50; Var-t—— s'---,

plete combination action and stop rails, $650. 16' Bourdon, $125.
Sleigh Bells, $700. Xylophone, $450. Glockenspiel, $450. 8'Har
monic Tuba, 15", $450. 49-note Marimba, $550. Two Wurlit-monic iuba, 15", $450. 4y-note Marimba, $550. I wo Wurlit-
zer Regulators on trunk, $450. MISCELLANEOUS—5HP, 3Phase $50 each;
Orgobio, 15",$450. 7-f/2HP, 3Phase motor for 0rgoblo,$300. S' i offtet chest, $25; M^tm regulator, 33-^^^
Organ Piano, rebuilt, $2,000. Kimball Kinura, $1, OOd Morton 1 " v ^
Chimes, 20-note, $d00. 8' Skinner Tuba, 10", $4Sb. 16'Dul- t^^cugh Wednesday; (714) 685-9280, Thursday through Saturday
ciana, $600. 16' Trombone, metal, 6", $600. Poet Office Box
One, Orange, California 92666, or (714) 538-1112. PERSONALIZED STUDY OF THEATRE ORGAN (theory, harm on*

,.£,-uui.c uiiBcc t-iic&i, morion reguiacor, oo-incn oy

42-inch, needs refurbishing, $40. Call (714) 683-2377 Sunday
t^ough^ednesday; (714) 685-9280, Thursday through Saturday

WURLITZER SPINET MODEL 410O with Spectra-Tone and model
45 Leslie speaker, $500. Jerry Erdman, 12210 Magnolia, North
Hollywood, Calif. 91607.

BARTON 8' TIBIA, with chest, mint, $900; Wurlitzer Tuba Mir-
abilis, $1,500, 8'; Xylophone action, 49-note, poor condition,
$25; Various low pressure strings. Malin Dollinger, (213) 378-
4059.
ESCAPE TO COLORADO. Quality built English Tudor home built
around 28x36 auditorium complete with cathedral ceilings, organ
chambers (two rooms) 12x14 with 17' crest) completely sound
proofed blower room with space for reservoirs and tremolos under
neath and a 28x35 workshop—an organist's <i?eam house, OWC
terms. $289,000,00—far below replacement cost. Organ not in
cluded. Call Bunny Fotopulos, Horton-Cavey at (303) 841-3151,
or (303) 841-3240 evenings.
BUFFS BONANZA ORGAN PARTS—Enough to create an 8-
rank organ. Low Prices. Come and get it, Ralph Sargent or Alan
Stark. (Days) Monday through Thursday) (213) 464-3456; (Eves)
(213) 463-8827.
MUST SELL: WURLITZER MARIMBA, complete in fine condition
but needs recovering, from Los Angeles Million Dollar Theatre,
$1,000 or best offer. Wurlitzer Tuned Sleigh Bells, re-leathered
complete and in fine condition, $800 or best offer. Terry Charles
The Kirk of Dunedin, Causeway at Bayshore Bouldeva rd, Dune-
din, Florida 33528.

BACK ISSUES OF THE CONSOLE—1960's and 1970's, and ATOS
Theatre Organ, Early 1970's—FREE TO A GOOD HOME! Jerry
Erdmann, 12210 Magnolia, North Hollywood, Calif, 91607.

ROBERT-MORTON 2/4 CONSOLE, Oak, theatre st^de, switches,
manuals and stop rail rebuilt, case needs work, $350. 61-note
MollerHarp, piano action, two pieces, $450, Hammond "Side
Man'i early motor-driven rhythm generator, $75. John Adams,
Marion Center, Penna. 15759, or call (412) 397-8921.
WURLITZER 8' Clarinet, fair condition, $400. 16' Bourdon Off
sets, $100. 8'Flute Offeet, $75. Complete Wurlitzer Toy Count
er (rebuilt), $1,400. 3/9 Wurlitzer relay, 1928, well unified,
$6uO. Morton 8' Tibia Offset, $75. M^orton 1^ Tibia Offset,
$75. Morton large regulator, $75. MIDWEST ORGAN SPECIAL
TIES: Two Wurlitzer Copy Master Fire Gongs (Just built for the
Fox organs) has single stroke and reiterating actions, $400 each.
10 in stock Wurlitzer copy large tremolos complete, ready to go,
$400 each. Midwest Organ ̂ ecialtie^ 726 East St, Glair Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46202 or call (317) 894-1879.

WURLITZER THEATRE PIPE ORGAN 3/13, releathered in 1977.
Will sell complete or for parts. Also extra pipes and parts. For in
formation write John Miller, 954 Rutherford Lane, West Palm
Beach, Florida 33406.

RODGERS ELECTRONIC 2-manual Model 75 organ witii AGO
pedalboard. Presently in church use, being replaced with pipe or
gan. Available immediately, $5,000. Contact Maxine Pilcher,
434 Brentwood Drive NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30305, or call (404)
261-4307. ' ^ '

,

PERSONALIZED STUDY OF THEATRE ORGAN (theory,harmony,
registration) by cassette tape lessons with active concert artist.
Write or call ROSA RIO, 130 Mill Street, Huntington, Conn.
06484, (203) 929-1652 for information. Same address for "Every
thing's Coming Up Rosa" stereo IP recording, $6. 50 postpaid,
recorded on the Brooklyn Paramount 4/26 Wurlitzer.
SMITH FLUTE, 85-note to 16' including chest for bottom 24
notes, $300. 16' 12-note Wood Diaphone with chest, $700.
Smith Diapason to 8', $125. Smith Bass Drum, 2-1/2-foot dia -
meter with two actions, $200. Smith swell shades with 8 actions,
each 5x6-feet, $100. B & V 49-note String chest with 90 ohm
Reisner valve magnets, $125. Church stoprail with 39 tabs, $35.
Kinetic Blower, 250 cu. in. at 3 in.,$100. Spencer 5hp minus fans,
$50. George Brown, 1734 Poplar Ave. ,Twin Falls, Idaho 83301,
or call (208) 734-1822. ^
THEATRE ORGAN 2/6, Wurlitzer console, direct electric action,
separate chests for each rank. Morton Tibia, Moller Vox, Two
Strings (celest^y Trumpet and Diapason. Spencer 3 h. p., single
phase blower. Pipes on 7 inches. Crated, $4,200. 4113 Ashwood
Ccurt, Ventura, Calif. 93003, or call(805) 644-4342.

FIVE BLOWERS——1/2 to 1 HP, 4 to 7 inches pressure; oak facade
also pipes, parts. Write for list to Marlin Mackley,
617 Fair Oaks, St. Louis, Mo. 63119.

LARGE INVENTORY MOLLER THEATRE ORGAN
PARTS Pipes, unit chests, harps, swell shades,
trems, etc. SASE for listing to D. Olson. 7216 Crowbar
Drive, Muskego, Wisconsin, or call (414) 679-1110.

(Continued, next column)

A COPY OF RONDO IN G by Bull, published by Brodt. Write, or
call after 5pm. Mike Pelton, 144 Apollo Circle, Holly, Mich.
48442. Phone (313) 634-8458.
ROBERT-MORTON CHESTWORK for Clarinet,Saxaphcne,Flute
and Trumpet. Also want Morton Orchestral Oboe and Morton
combination action chest. Craig Hudson, Beach, No. Dakota
58621. Call (701) 872-4492.

TRADE

Hammond C3 console and bench for Hammond RT-3. 03 has
hookups for two Leslie speakers. Contact Mike Pelton, 144 Apollo
Circle, Holly, Mich. 48442. Phone (313) 634-8458 after 5pm.

EMPLOYMENT OFFERED

Position open for pipe organ tuner/technician. Will train someone
seriously interested, able, agile, sharp and enthusiastic. Church
and theatre organs. Some travel. Benefits. Good paying career for
the right person. Contact Mike Foley, Foley-Baker, Inc., 1212
Boston Turnpike, Bolton, Conn. 06040.

THEATRE/THEATRE ORGAN MEMORABILIA wanted for publica-
tion. Old programs, theatre and organ photos, drawings, diagrams,
old projection and stage equipment photos and diagrams. Wlu con
sider purchase if subjects warrent. contact THE CONSOLE, P. O.
Box 744-C) Pasadena, Calif. 91104.
CHRIS ELLIOTT TO MAKE PROFESSIONAL DEBUT

Chris Elliott, pupil of Caylord Carter and Del Castillo, will
make his professional debut playing a silent film and in concert
for the San Diego Chapter of the American Theatre Organ Society,
Saturday, September 6th at the California Theatre in downtown
San Diego. Doors open at 6:30 and curtain time is 7:30pm. Ad
mission is $4 general, $3 senior citizens and $2 for ATOS mem
bers. Children under 13, and military in uniform admitted free.

Elliott's style of silent film playing is a remarkable parallel to
his instructor's, Caylord Carter. An example of this is the even
ing ̂ e young artist was accompanying a silent film in the organ
sial.dio of Robert Trousdale. Those who arrived after the film had
started had to wait outside. What tbev heard made them think

been unable to arrive and Carter was filling
in. Elliott's playing is robust, certainly fully entertain-
ing and apparently his cueing is masterful like his in-
structor because audience spontanie^ indicated such,
and several confirmed this later on in the evening after

1980 presentation. Elliott is only 16, but has been
studying classical and theatre organ liace age 12.



THE ELECTRIC THEATRE, KANSAS CITY

A Typical Renaissance Design Ideally Suited to the Moderate
Sized Picture Playhouse

1  One of the most prolific firms of
architects in the designing of motion
pictine palaces was Boiler Brothers, a
midwest company that blueprinted a
many theatres in Kansas, Iowa, Oklaho
ma andTexas. The firm also extended
its work into Southern California, de
signing theatres in Santa Ana and Long
Beach. They were perhaps the most
diverse of all the theatre architects.
Their designs ranged from Far Eastern
Spanish and French Renaissance, and
American Indian. The largest house
for which they drew blueprints was the
3,000-seat Texas in San Antonio. Most
of their theatres were located in small
and medium-sized towns of the mid
west. The Electric in Kansas City,
pictured on this page, is one of the
larger of their houses. It was built in
1928.

In the May 10, 1930 issue of Exhibit
ois Herald -World, Robert Boiler wrote
a lengthy article on Desigining the
Theatre Exterior which explains the
firm's ideas and is of interest to those
who are interested in the history of
motion picture tiieatres of that period.

An exterior view of
the Electric, a thea
tre seating 2,200, de
signed along conven
tional lines that stand-

the test of years.

BOLLER BROTH
ERS, ARCHI

TECTS
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continued from page four
Madin had a good start with organ

^£1X1 ̂ yQ^UUwSn training by the fabulous G. D. Cunning
I ham, one of Britain's all-time great
concert organists of the 20s and 30s,

From that to the Heeley Electric Palace in Sheffield, and a wacky
straight cinema organ start in 1929 to the prestigiovis Gaumont-British
circuit at their big Coventry Gaumont, then onto Granada in the lateSOs,
A spell in the RAF Centeral Band in the war, then back to Granada

until 1956 when tliat chain dropped all their organists. Yes, as late as
that. We were lucky over here! He then went bobbin' on the briny and
played a Hammond on the Cueen Mary and Elizabeth, then finally to his
own organ showroom. He is a leading dealer in the Chesterfield area.

I must tell you there is a leaflet inside the LP with 16 drawings that
create a lantern slide solo type presentation, the kind tirat organists the
world over used with such great success in the golden era. A flimsystory
line, like most solos, and a title of "A Day With The Wand'ring Minstrel''
seems to be a novel idea that might catch on. I don't think it's been
done on an LP before. What a pity we all can't afford a video cassette
machine yet. A perfect medium for the theatre organ disc of the future.
Once again I must congratulate NTOT's Frank Hare. He seems to top

each record release—Solid playing, fresh titles, and a sparkling organ
as the Cssett Town Hall 3/13 Compton, which is beautifully recorded.
The sleeve shows John in colour at the Cssett, console, but playing a ̂ ,
mandolin and garbed as a mistrel. What trouble Frank Hare and his lads

er. tracks were used from previous broadcasts and recordings to illustrate
topics discussed. Reg sounded tired and as ever very humble and grate
ful. He recently gave up his Sunday morning radio spot to the young

pool style and well recorded,
rll eet around to them later.rll get around to them later.

GEORGE WRIGHT signs Gaumont-State
Theatre guest book for Manager Billy
Weir. Named top manager of year,Weir
has been transferred to Dominion Theat
re in Central London recently.

go to; They either have a long cable or chopped it to push their console
into a field. Hare designed the sleeve and wrote the notes—delightfully
different—and it paralells the LP. For those who want to get it, it is
"The Wandr'ring Minstrel',' John Madin, NTOT Record NLS 105. Cost is
four pounds-thirty pence via surface mail to all countries. By air to U. S
and Canada the charge is five pounds, 70 pence; to Austrailia, six pounds
and payment may be made by Girocheque, or International Money Order
The address: NTOT Records, 137, Towngate, Ossett, West Yorkshire,
England WF5 OPN.

After a lull in record issues we now get a host—Ernest Brcadbent,
Mike Slater, Arnold Loxam—and more to come. Big news here is that
the biggest recording star of the lot has finally retired due to poor
health. Reginald Dixon, the most popular theatre organist ever announc
ed that he won't play any more concerts, presumably do more broad
casts. At least two LPsare in the pipeline. Asthma is the main cause for
ccncem. He had really given up playing concerts about a year ago, at
which time he was likened to Frank Sinatra by some for saying he had
packed up concerts, and then doing the odd date. Largely tills came a-
bout as the flood of bookings to his agents, Holland-Ford, continued. He
had really only retired from the Tower Ballroom, Balckpool. No announce
ment has been made by EMI that he has retired from recording.
On June 6th there was a specail version of the weekly BBC top radio

T.O. show, "The Organist Entertains" witli John Snagg, top oldtime an-

REGINALD DIXON, world famous theatre organist, said fare
well to performing due to ill health. BBC Radio paid tribute
to his career. She is shown here doing a spot of gardening in
the yard of his hcime near Blackpool.

nouncer doing the interviewing of Reg. Dixon felt so poorly that he had
to forego recording special items at the BBC theatre organ in Manchest-

chap who seems to be getting stardom at Blackpool's Tower ballrroom—
Phil Kelsall. What witii all this and news of Reginald Foort, another of
the ail-time greats, passing, many fans are sad here at present.

Thankfully new stars are taking their place as even younger than Kel
sall j Robert Wolfe is his bench mate at die Tower Balbrom. He has his

growing fans, too. We
all await his LP debut shortly.
Two IPs are due out—one is

shared with oldtimer Louis Mor-
dish on the Free Trade Hall Wur^
litzer, Manchester for LTOT re
lease, and another on the famed
but record-shy Blackpool Opera
House 3/13 Wurlitzer—the last
of the breed (1939). This re
nowned organ strangely has nev
er been issued on stereo LP until
Wolfe's is out. Just beating him
is Mike Slater, a colleague of
Lelsall and Wolfe, one of the
resident team at the Tower. His
is on Deroy label, typical Black-

July will be busy for us here.
The Manchester Festival has
Hector Olivera, ROii Rhode and
T ony Fenelon in addition to the
British artists. Rhode and Fen
elon haven't played here before,

They will use the
venerable 4/20
Free Trade Hall ex- BJ
Odeon Theatre or-

gan. Warren Lubich
concertizes on the

Ron Curtis Studio

organ later the same day as Hectcr performs.
July is also A.TOS Convention month. A splendid lineup

in my view, showing many of the finest theatre organs and
organists has been prepared by London area hosts. To the
previous list I've given add the famous COS 'Tr ocadero'
Theatre Wurlitzer 4/21. This was and officially is the larg
est Wurlitzer ever to be installed in the United Kingdom.
Its new home is just around the corner from where the 'Troc'
used to be.
T alking about the Hyams' creations, I must mention the

Gaumont-State, Kilbum and its Torch 4/16 Wurlitzer Spec
ial. The theatre has a new lady boss. The man who did
much to save and keep the organ was perky Scots Manager
Billy Weir. He really saved the house several times fromh
being torn down—stage shows, one-night stands, organ
shows, etc. He won an award as Top Manager for the year
for Rank and now has been promoted to the West End of
London. Into Central City he goes to run the Dominion
Cinema in Tottenham Court. It's a big theatre,but organ-
less; the 3/13 Compton went to a church in Wales. They
have lots of one-night stands here and long-run epics. South
Pacific's engagement was for five and a half years! When
he visited England, Tom B'heud went into the empty under-
stage chambers and also was intrigued seeing stage machin
ery lifts, etc.
Len Rawle still carefully tends the Gaumont-State organ

and has done much work recently on cleaning chambers, re
painting and sorting out the main cable under the console.
He told me that after thousands of times of going up and
down and twisting round each time on its revolve, the cable
needed attention. If anyone can sort out a Wurlitzer Les
Rawle can.

With a change in management it's hoped the cinema will
continue its welcome to theatre organ fans.
One of the few cinemas of the vast Rank group to still re

tain its organ was the Odeon in Guernsey in the lovely
Channel Island, Rank have closed it down. The local gov
ernment has bought it and hopes to retain this cinema with
its 3/8 Compton. Edgar Blampied plays here and keeps the

flymg. The cinema was built by
Lou IMorris who put up some fine houses, and
mostly with organs. His wife was Florence De-
Jong and he was a director of Compton's. .It's
obvious what make organs went into his cine-

1980 mas,
Another fine Rank cinema (Cont.Page 2P)--



HOMESTEAD ORGAN IN NEW HOMESTEAD
On Page 17 of the May issue of The Console the
Stahl Theatre was pictured as an item of historic-,
al interest. The theatre obviously was organ- : '.". • i
equipped since the dim outline of the console andl
its music rack could be seen partially above the I
orchestra pit rail. No guess was made as to the
builder or where the instrument might have gone.
This month Robert Markworthj of Omaha,Neb.,
identified himself as the owner of the former

Homestead,Penna. ,pipe organ. "I was visiting at
organ buff who subscribed to your publication and
learned of the page in the May issue. To my sur
prise this is the theatre my three-manual Kiraball
came out of (in 1976 the theatre was marqueed
"Leona"). It is a nine-rank organ with piano, and
three 16's including a 16' Wood Diaphone. Curr
ently the organ is completely operational (in
cluding the diaphone) in my home. Two addition
al ranks and 16' Tuba have been added with four
more including a Post Horn hopefully by die end
of the year," Markworth noted. Dates found on
the organ indicate it was built about Nov. 1925.
"Spencer Blower Company said tiie blower for this
organ was built in 1925 and shipped to the "New
Feeder Theatre" Homestead,Pa. I would be in
terested hearing if you or any of your readers
might know some of the history of the theatre and
organ," he added. His residence address: 8505 No.
46th St., Omaha.Neb. 68152. Naturally he is
now a Console Subscriber!

PITTSBURGH BUFF RAVES ABOUT PIZZA ORGAN
Shirley Flowers, one of the leaders of the Pitts

burgh Area Theatre Organ Society, and her family,
would like to be able to return frequently to the
Paramount Music Palace in Indianapolis. During
a telephone conversation July 8th, when she call
ed The Console to obtain names of organists diat
could be considered for concert dates at the two
locations under the club's jurisdiction, she describ
ed a trip made to Indianapolis. The stay there wa£
made very enjoyable by Tim Needier and John
Ferguson, of Paramount Music Palace. "It is a fab-

HANKY PANKY WILL OUT?

FOX. BOOK PURCHASER CLAIMS SEVERAL 'FRI SCANS* OF
LOCAL FAME PAID TO HELP SEE THAT HOUSE WAS RAZEB
Now that the long awaited book on the San Francisco Fox Theatre has been re

leased and winning wide acceptance and praise, too, thank you "late" infor
mation that was not unearthed by the author during his long research period looks
as though it might be surfacing. The first such hint that the great theatre was not
wanted by some people for reasons known best to themselves was received by Show
case Publications late.this month. The purchaser noted that the volume reflects
a magnificent job, and the amount of research that went into it amazed him. But
he also noted: Not that it would do any good at this late date, but I know a (man)
who was present when very large sums of money were paid to individuals to help
see that the Fox came down... The startling news has prompted the author to
reopen his fact finding foldersbut is of the opinion that such information is almost
impossible to uncover after so many years.

*Many Letters rraise Book*
In the short time the Fox book has been available, many letters of praise have

been received by Showcase Publications and the author, Preston J. Kaiifmann.
Some of the congratulatory notes (excerpted)—-"A huge task well done') Brother
Andrew Corsini, Editor Marquee Magazine; "My neighbor, who is a very enthusiast
ic Fox Theatre fan, showed me her copy... and I was thoroughly delighted with the
excellent treasure.,. please send me an autographed copy') Maida M. Ford; "I
couldn't have been more surprised and happy at receiving the very beautiful book
"FOX.The Last Word') Card Walker, Walt Disney Productions,Burbank,Calif; "It is
FABUlOUS—the best ever written to date!! If it is possible to get you to peison-
ally sign a copy, I will order another one," Art Fraits (he was sent another—Ed)'"My
copy of your book arrrived today and what a joy and beautiful book it is, thank
you" J.B. Rector,Baltimore,Md; "Congratualtions! "Fox--The Last Word" is be
yond all expectations! A handsome treasure!" R. S. Silverberg (he was assistant
to the superintendent of construction of the famed theatre); "The book is taeautiful
and shows a tremendous amount of research and study, I am honored to be includ
ed. Congratulations! Gaylord B. Carter; "I had to take the book home because if
I left it here I knew I would neglect company work to go through it and that would
take hours," Ray DeVault, President, Devtronix Organs, Inc."

These are but a sampling of the letters that have come to the author and publi
cations firm. Telephone calls have also been almost as heavy, however, since
telephonic communications are not recorded that medium's praise is not reported.

ulous installation and I can understand why people
queue up two hours before opening time each day
to enjoy the food and music. A line was formed
in the rain when we were taken tihere," she said,
but it was our good fortune to have Needier and
Ferguson as our hosts and we were able to go right
in before the place opened. Even if we had to
wait in line, we'd like to live closer to Indianapo
Us so we could attend more often!"

—continued from page 22
1 ̂  L,c;:-Jllilii mj in West London proudly still has its Compton—

TqtI r Ifll the Odeon Hounslow, near Heathrow airport.
**** Rather alarmingly it was discovered that kids

i  • got into the roof and the organ chambers and
I pinched some of the treble pipes. Fortunately Ranks got around this some way as
the organ is a real beauty and never been harmed til now. Doreen Chadwick's
'scheduled concert created panic,but all was well when she took over the console.

She had a tougher battle at nearby Windsor Memorial Hall. That organ's blower
burnt out slowlv and left the 3/8 Compton gasping for air. But the Welsh Lady has
real pro qualities. She soldiered on and adapted her programme to fit the situation.
What a performer she is!
The Odeon Birmingham (ex-Paramount) which features its excellent 4/10 Comp

ton in daily film programmes as of 'yore' with Steven Tovey organist. Part ampli
fication is necessary due to the ceiling being lowered and cutting off part of the
lefthaud grille where the upper solo chamber is sited.

Since me death of Gerald Shaw the Flagship of all Odecns,Leicester Square, Lon
don, has featured 'The Duchess' only at premieres. But now comes the news that
from November 3rd, for several days, Ron Curtis will play solos at daily perform
ances. This is to celebrate the 43ra birthday of Britain's most famous cinema. It
opened with the late James Bell as chief organist. "The Prisoner of Zenda" was the
opening film attraction on November 2nd, 1937!
The big question in the U. K. at present is—Who Shot J.R. ?

ORGAN BUFFS PARTICIPATE IN THEATRE PRESERVATION
Members; of Wolverine Chapter ATOS are actively aiding DaCapo, Inc. , in its

efforts to preserve the Michigan Theatre and the 3/11 Barton pipe organ installed
there. DaCapo, Inc., is a non-profit organization committed to the restoration and
recycling of the theatre. The organization has established itself as an active mem
ber of the Lansing, Michigan Downtown Business Council and the League of Historic
American Theatres. The work of saving the theatre is all by public donations.
Recently Scott Smith played a benefit concert for DaCapo and during his free

time he contributes many hours labor in behalf of the work that is being carried
on. He designed the Wolverine brochure describing the organ and the concert pro-
grarc^ ttat.tre played at the meatre. The club restored the instrument in 1968
and, according to the brochure, sponsor public concerts me first Saturday of each
month. Shows feature org^anists from various mid-west areas.
Opened in 1921 by the Butterfield Circuit, the meatre was first named me Strand,

Complete stage and screen attractions were presented in me Louis XV-style meatre.
In 1941 the house was remodeled and re-named me Michigan, The theatre build
ing also once housed a grand ballroom, when public dancing was me rage during
the 1920s and '30s. This part of me structure was converted to offices when me
theatre was remodeled. Noted Theatre Architect John Ebeison was the designer of
the Strand. In returning the house to its original purpose, DaCapo, Inc. , plans

to have the performing arts format and bring live enter-

P I I It was noted that originally me theatre was equipped
ffa I wim a non-theatre type Moller organ which was replaced

I  in 1928 wim me 11-rank Barton on one of me popular
four-poster organ console lifts which were a trade mark

„„J[uly; 19,80, of the Barton Company.



BOBBY CLARK, AMIGA Membership Secretary, plays the three-
manual, 20 plus-rank custom built theatre organ at the Peter
Grotty residence in San Marino while Lee Lanier (back to cam
era), Mel Luchetti and Jere DeBacker are busy talking and listen
ing. The organ's roll playing unit was also of interest to the or
gan buff Amicans.

"Amicans" (member-s of the Automatic Musical Instrument
Collector's Association) are a happy lot. Their organization is
a total fim club. There's no time for politicing because the
organization operates smoothly. No one apparently has the
notion that anyone or any group is out to wrest control from
anyone else and so diere is little else to do but enjoy their un
usual hobby. Not surprisingly, there are a large number of
organ buffs, both classical and theatre, who belong to this roll
playing and other mechanical musical making machines society.
Late last month AMIGA held its annual convention in Pasadena,
California. Headquarters for the conclave was the Huntington
Sheraton Hotel. The Amicans had reproducing pianos (you will
learn that the better grade pianos producing expression when be
ing played by rolls are NOT player pianos! They are reproduc-

southland, wherever there were AMIGA members with collec
tions of automatic musical instruments. And there are quite a
few. ^
When their convention ended, a number of organ buff Amicans
remained in town to take advantage of invitations to visit some
of the theatre organ installations that abound in the region.
Pictured on this and the following page are several of the install
ations visited by Timothy S. Needier, well-known (if you don't
believe it read about him in this issue-—Ed) ATCS personality.
Lee Lanier, who is one of those who help maintain the famed
New Orleans Saenger Theatre Robert-Morton (one of the main
restorers, Dr. Henry, had to leave and could not traipse around
looking at organs, much to his disappointment), Dick Rigg, a
k»cal jman who has an interest in pipe organs, Jim Weisenbutne,
Dick Kroeckel, and Mel Luchetti.

THE FOURSOME,pictured above, inspect an oddity in
the Gro^ theatre organ an Estey glass harp It has
a beautiful tone when played and me Amicans were
surprised to learn that Estey had produced a number of
these percussions. Grotty has his tuned percussions lo
cated in the far end of the large basement library of
the residence alcrg with his large toy counter and the
ever-growing organ relay system.
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£ ENGLISH AIR AND GAS TILLO DIDN'T MIX j
=  L. A. Organist Lloyd Del Castillo went to England toi
£ attend the ATOS International Convention. Then he f
r remained to do some English countryside sightseeing, f
I There must have been something about the English i
= air that didn't mix with Del. Upon his return to the i
fU. S. he discovered he had pneumonia. He's mendine^

Following the sojourn at the Grotty residence, the Amicans next stopped
in at Pasadena Civic Auditorium where Stage Manager A1 Garcia met
them, along with Dave Junchen (who is also an Amican), and showed off
the recently completed five-manual organ installation. It was here that
the artistry of Timothy S. Needier came to light. It has been known that
he is an excellent organist, but most organ buffs who had heard about his
musicianship and never had been given the opportunity to hear him play
were very much surprised to leam he is as much a classical organist as he
is a theatre stylist. But to bring the reader back to the photo directly
above, the next stop after Civic Pasadena was the hillside residence of
Dr. Alfred Ehrhardt in the Eagle Rock district of Los Angeles. Here the
good doctor (who is a retired professor) has the former Ocean Park Dome
Theatre Wurlitzer installed and playing into the large living room of his
home. But there was just more than fte invitation to visit, hear and
play the Wurlitzer. AI had a variety of nibblings and libations ready for

the group. So there was loads of music, talk and
I chamber looking. Lee Lanier is playing the Wur-
I  Doc Ehrhardt is walking across ̂ e room toI serve someone a dring (in walking shorts) and Dick

Kroeckel is playing the piano in duet with Laniet's
Tnlv lORA Wurlitzerizing, while Bobby Clark, in those wild

checkered pant^ is filming it all for posterity.
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ADAPTABLE AMICANS In both photos above and at right, the ed duets with him during the stay at the tnrnardt residence. In
organist is Dick Kroeckel of Arvada, Colorado, whose quick the photo at left he is playing along with New Orleans Amican
perceptiveness put him on level with the two pianists who play- Lee Lanier, and at right, Bobby Clark.

.Ill
FINAL STOP on the Amican organ crawl was the Simonton Residence in North
Hollywood where the group, through courtesy of Mis. Helen Simonton and Steve
Ross inspected and played the 4/36 Simonton Grande Wurlitzer. In the photo
above Dick Kroeckel happened to be playing while an audience of one, Jere De-
Backer listens. The rest of the group were in chambers, or, like Lee Lanier, pic
tured at right, in the hallw^' at the side of the Bijou Theatre stage looking at the
Simonton Wurlitzer relay. The huge setter board for the organ is at left fore
ground. From here some of the group went to dinner, others returned to Pasadena
to pick up lieir luggage and head for the airport to get their flights home. A few
remained in town for several days longer to visit other organ installations that were
not available on the Sunday these photos were taken.

mjRLlTZER RODE OUT RAINS IN L.A. THEATRE
Los Angeles' York Theatre, which is now vacant after having served a church

group, and before that as the home of Artisan Electronic Organs, opened in Sent.,
1923 as a firet-class neighborhood theatre with a first-run Hoot Gibson film and four
acts of Pantages vaudeville on the stage. Bruce W. LaLanne,who has lived in die
area since 1920 remembers the theatre and its first organist, Ralph Schrager.
"Each evening theatre doors opened at 6:45, and at 6:50 Schrager would walk

down the aisle to the orchestra pit and the Wurlitzer console. He always received
applause from theatre patrons the minute he began the walk down the aisle. His ten
minute organ concerts were highly appreciated. He also did double duty and play
ed the four acts on vaudeville nights.
"The York Theatre is located in York Valley, and there are many artesian wells

in the area. Many times the lowest part of tlie auditorium
would become flooded and many rows of seats were roped
off. This happened during the Winter time rain storms. But BM
the Wurlitzer console was placed high enough to avoid being
watered down bv the flooding, but Schrager had to reach it
from the backstage area, coming through the alley behind
the theatre building—without audience applause!"

r

ORANGE COUNTY ORGAN CLUB TO HOLD
OPEN MEETING AUGUST 24th AT 2;30PM

Orange County Organ Socie^ will hold its Aug
ust meeting on me 24th at 2:30pm in the Metho
dist Churcii, Garden Grove,Calif. The organ is
a 3m/45r Reuter. It is the- purpose of the society
to provide and promote organ music for Orange
C ounty through the refurbishing of historical or
gan installations which have lain dormant for
years, and to create new installations of pipe or
gans in ccmmunity buildings. At the present
time the society is restoring two theatre pipe or
gans located in high school auditoriums.

For information about the Society contact Don
Cooke, Postoffice Box 1268, Garden Grove, Gal.
92642, or call(714) 898-7S82. The Methodist
Church address: 12741 Main St., Garden Cove.



!N WALL CONSOLES
Residence pipe organs were sometimes tremendous additions to

large mansions. In these situations consoles were normally large
and stood out wherever they were located. In the smaller man-
sionSj however, or in large ones where the owners did not let
them overshadow the room into which they played they were sub
ordinated by placing consoles in alcoves that could be closed off,
or in less conspicuous areas. In some cases it was a matter of hav
ing enough space. Pictured on this page are three photos of the
in-wall or in-panel jobs that were installed in residences.

It

At the Estey Factory in Brattleboro, Vermont, is the console that
Henry Ford had designed for his residence. Except for the elab
orate front of the console, the rest of it was unenclosed as it was
set into panelling of Mr. Ford's living room. There is a story
that the Estey Family installed an organ in ̂ eir own residence
just to sell Ford on buying the Estey product!

An early stairway job was the Ellwanger Residence in Rochester,
New York with this Hook S Hastings organ, Opus 90^ built in
1876 (presumably installed in the house that year). The photo was
taken in 1888. Note gas lamps and fancy pipe facade above the
in-wall console.

^ "A'" ■

rjim Lewis
flHistorical
ji Organ
i Feature

Quite elaborate is this Mason G Hamlin player organ in a residence near Boston,
Mass. The year is 1905 and the carving on the console front and organ bench are
in keeping with the beautiful woodwork of the room, either a living room or poss
ibly music/ballroom.

THE YOUNG ONES WILL KEEP
THEATRE ORGAN THRILLING
Theatre organ clubs may wither and die due

to oldsters hanging in there keeping the status
quo, but theatre pipe organ will never fade out
as long as there are youngsters coming along who
thrill and captivate audiences such as Jerry Na
gano. How well he is building a following can
not be better expressed than the following elo
quent review given his concert last April 20 at
the Big Top Pizza parlor in Sacramento, Galif.
From "The Organ Spiel',' newsletter of Sierra

Chapter ATOS. "On April 20,Sierra Chapter had
the pleasure of hearing Jerry Nagano, one of the
rising young stars of the theatre organ world,.

"Staff Organist Dave Moreno and his crew did
extensive work on the organ to give Jerry the best
possible instrument for displaying his talent. Un
fortunately it was just one of those days when the
capricious cipher monster was cruel. Also, even
after working roost of the night, the newly-in-
stalled computer combination action couldn't be
made functional in time, so all registration had
to be made by hand. Problems like these can
turn an organist prematurely gray right before
your eyes. However, 23-year-old Jerry handled
them with the coolness or an old pro, and the
quality of the program didn't suffer in the least.
"The music itself was excellent. It's always a

pleasure to hear difficult arrangements played
with precision; Jerry's playing was exceptionally
clean. Fancy two-footed pedaling seems to turn
audiences on, and Jerry kept the crowd happ-y..
Several real ballads were done beautifully; we
hope Jerry will never forsake such lovlies for the
furious selections for which he is becoming fa
mous. "Audience response was so

great that Jerry had to
play two encores: first,
Bugler's Holiday, withBugler's Holiday, with

Juljr 1980

its quintuple tcnguing
that tests trumpeters and
organists alike; finally
(Concluded on Page 28)
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CLUB WILL FETE CHARTER MEMBER
ORGANIST LEAVING FOR NEW JOB

John Brown, young, popular organist and teacher in
Orange County, will be feted by fellow members of the
Orange County Organ Society with a exciting party at
Villa Magnolia Mobile Home Club hosting a catered
dinner and lots of organ music. The special occasion
is a party to wish the organist, and charter member of
their club, success in his new position as featured org
anist at the Bandorgan Restaurant near South Bend, Ind.
He will play a three-manual, twenty-five-rank Wurlit-
zer organ.

The party will be held August 23rd at 7pm. Address
of the club is 15200 Magnolia, Westminster, Calif.
One of the founder members of the Society, Brown

has played numerous concerts in behalf of the club and
has turned back his fees to help get the organization
established.

Anyone in the Southern California area desiring to
attend the going away party for the artist is invited to
contact Don Cooke, P. O. Box 1268, Garden Grove, Calif.
92642 (telephone (714) 898-7582) on or before August
ISth to place reservations.

Brown has had feature positions in local pizza parlors
and for the last year and a half has been playing for the
Bird Cage Theatre at Knott's Berry Farm.

WURLITZER FOREVER—Business is great at
the Amdt Organ Supply Company in Ankeny,
Iowa, Here one of the employees is busy assem
bling Wurlitzer style re^lators for eventual
shipment to all parts of the world.

YOUNG ONES WILL KEEP T.O. THRILLING
—continued from page 26

"Stars & Stripes Forever: with the piccolo frippery,
natch. Both were well-executed and served as a
satisfying ending to an excellent program.

"Perhaps the problem Jerry encountered with
the organ was a blessing in disguise. It gave us a
chance to see his poise and showmanship under
fire. It also gives us an excuse to ask him to
come back anS play for us again real soon! Es
pecially since he's ncw'one of us} having been
presented with a Sierra Chapter membership af
ter the concert."

With the older youngsters, such as Lyn Larsen,
Ron Rhode and Tom Gnaster, just to mention a
few, now riding into their thirties, the need for
new stars to keep theatre organ bright and going
dwells in the continual finding more enthusiastic
youngsters like Nagano and Chris Elliott to carry
on. This doesn't imply that Larsen, Rhode and
Gnaster and their contemporaries are ready for
a crutch brigade—but it does serve notice that
time waits for no man (or woman) and there must
be a never-ending search for the stars who will
be on the console bench tomorrow.

NEXT MONTH

AN OLD LADY ^This was the unclad four-manual Wurlitzer console in the Byrd
Theatre when the house first opened. The organ has been receiving attention for
many years, but the console shell has been ravaged by time and the addition of
wires and cords. The old gal's exterior is rather scratched and to hide the mark
cf time (many scratches) and wires and cords, she wears a shroud. But we thought
you'd like to see how she looked when young and very pretty in her own original
dress. photo through courtesy of Miles

LIN LUNDE, Richmond theatre organist who is .a first- 1 1
class concert artist, has been signed to present a big I I
show at the Chicago Theatre in October. The theatre,
it is repotted, is staging the program. July 1980

GAYLORD GARTER

GETS RENEWED FOR ONE YEAR DURING

THE CELEBRATION OF HIS DIAMOND

JUBILEE ANNIVERSARY ATTENDED BY

OVER 100 FRIENDS ON AUGUST THIRD

America's dynamic master of silent film
scoring and accompaniment presented a
specially crafted medallion in recognition
of his 75th Birthday.
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